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Pogue evacuated after
.phoned bomb threat
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
Murray State University's Pogue Library was
acuated as a precautionary measure after a
b threat was made Wednesday morning.
A caller from the library told the Murray State
University Police dispatcher someone had called
saying a bomb was in the building, according to

the complaint at 10:28 a.m. Wednesday in the
campus police log.
Officers from the Murray State University
Police, Murray Police and Murray Fire departments cleated and searched the building. They
determined the threat was a false alarm.
MSU officers are continuing to investigate the
incident.

Fletcher maintains
charges are political

'Ring' Around

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The dispute over allegations of
political hiring within Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's administration
moved from
courtthe
house to the
Capitol on
Wednesday
Lt.
with
Gov. Steve
Pence charging prosecuwith
tors
Stumbo
legal incompetence and
overzealousness.
Attorney General Greg
Stumbo's office responded with
more guarded comments that the
Fletcher administration is actually attacking the jury system
and carrying on its own political
attacks.
The heated rhetoric follows
the indictment Tuesday of three
the
in
officials
top
Transportation Cabinet for
improperly firing the deputy
inspector general, Mike Duncan,
for political reasons.
Fletcher started the war of
words Wednesday morning
when he charged the indictment
was politically motivated and
contains factual errors.

Fletcher said the indictment
inaccurately reflects the sixmonth probationary period from
Duncan's hiring. Fletcher's
comments came after an unrelated ceremony to promote home
ownership, but he said Pence
has been tasked with the administration response to the investigation.
Deputy Attorney General
Pierce Whites said the charge
alleges that Duncan's supervisor, Inspector General David
Ray. was not allowed to certify
the successful completion of
Duncan's probation, which itself
is a violation of the Merit
System law.
Whites also took issue with
the administration's continued
attacks that the investigation is
'politically motivated.
It was a grand jury of 12 citizens that decided to bring the
charges, Whites noted.
"They made the determination these indictments are appropriate," Whites said during a
news conference following
Fletcher's remarks.
In his own news conference,
Pence said the administration
was committed to finding the
truth but said Stumbo was being
overzealous by taking misdemeanor charges to a grand jury
when similar crimes are prose-

AP Photo

Gov. Ernie Fletcher listens
to a question during a
conference
news
Wednesday in Frankfort
Ky. Fletcher said the indictment of three top officials
Transportation
the
in
Cabinet was politically
motivated and contains
factual errors.
cuted by county attorneys. fk
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Fair Wednesday night
Some of the more daring visitors to the Calloway County
and around and
around
g
spinnin
after
briefly
down
scream as they hang upside
I ever let you talk me into
around repeatedly on the "Ring of Fire" ride. "How did
stepped off the platgetting on this thing?" one teen girl asked her friend as she
form.

State wary of West dNile
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those who plan to spend a lot
of times around the lakes and
elsewhere in the great outdoors
— including your own back
yard — are warned to take precautions against mosquito bites
and the threat of West Nile Virus
infection.
William
Commissioner
Hacker of the state Department
of Public Health said the chance
of animal and human infection
from the virus in Kentucky is
very real.
"The summer season is here,
and with it the need for
Kentuckians to protect themselves from mosquito bites that
could result in illness," Hacker
said in a departmental release.
"Last year was a mild season for
West Nile infection in the state,
but it's still important to keep up
simple precautions such as
wearing insect repellent and
reducing standing water around
your property."
West Nile virus is spread
through the bite of infected mosquitoes and testing to identify
West Nile-positive birds, horses
and mosquito pools infected are
continuing by state officials.
Potential human cases will be

closely monitored. Hacker said.
According to Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
officials, human infections of
the West Nile Virus have not yet
been reported in Kentucky this
year. but there have been reports
from Tennessee, Missouri.
Indiana and other surrounding
states.
In an effort to reduce the
mosquito population and lower
the risk of infection, the
of
Department
Kentucky
Agriculture sprays reported
areas at the request of local government and health departments.
JudgeCounty
Calloway
Executive Larry Elkins says the
KDA has already sprayed areas
around Calloway County at least
once.
"They've already been here
once, but they'll be back,"
Elkins said, pointing out that
spraying will be scheduled in
response to complaints about
mosquito problems. "In past
years, they just came around
when we got a few (complaints),
but this year they wanted us to
coordinate better so they're
coming in when we get several."
He said there hasn't been an
usual number of complaints
about mosquitoes this year.

We've had eight
or 10. About a
typical year. y
— Calloway County
Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins
Concerning mosquito
coomp4aints this season

"We've had eight or 10. About a
typical year," Elkins said
Tuesday.
Murray City Administrator
Don Elias said the KDA has also
sprayed areas around the city
that have reported problems and
those near creeks and other
drainage areas where mosquitoes tend to breed.
"They've been here. but we
sent them a map just a few days
ago so we're expecting them to
come back sometime next
week," Elias said. "We're hoping we can get them to come out
the week before the Fourth of
July."
So far, there hasn't been
much of a problem with unusual
mosquito infestation inside city

Father's
Mirror Image
Day to be
focus at
market
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Father's Day will be the
focus of Murray Main Street's
Saturday Market this weekend
with special attractions planned
to provide something that will
appeal to dads everywhere.
Martha Ails, president-elect
of the Main Street program, said
the market's offerings will be
expanded beyond fresh, farmgrown produce and other offerings to include the display and
sales of new and vintage cars.
boats, motorcycles, four-wheelers, tractors, golf carts and much
more.
"Last year, we had new cars
from some of the local dealers
and it went over so well we
decided that this year we would
add just about anything that you
can drive," Alls said.
The market area that usually
includes only the south side of
the courthouse square will also
be expanded to include all four
sides of courthouse square for
the event.
"We did this a long time ago.
We went all the way around the
square and it was very successful, so we thought we would do
it again," Ails said.
The market will officially
open at 7:30 a.m. and continue
through noon; however setup
will likely begin around 6 a.m.
in an effort to have everything
ready around 7 a.m. for those
who might want to come early.
"As soon as our people are
set up, they can sell," she said.
Of course, fresh fruits and

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Kane Bryant of Scottsville, Ky.. studies his face's
reflection in a mirror while attempting to create a self
portrait during a session in the Murray State
University Art Workshop at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center Wednesday afternoon. A total of 34 students
from throughout the area are participating in this
week's event on the campus.
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Husband's claim backed by autopsy
By MITCH STACY
Associated Press Writer
LARGO, Fla. (AP) — The
autopsy released Wednesday on
Terri Schiavo backed her husband's contention that she was
in a persistent vegetative state,
finding she was severely and
irreversibly brain-damaged and
blind as well. It also found no
evidence that she was strangled
or otherwise abused before she
collapsed.
Yet medical examiners could
not say for certain what caused
her sudden 1990 collapse, long
thought to have been brought on
by an eating disorder.
The findings vindicated
Michael Schiavo in his long and
vitriolic battle with his in-laws,
who insisted her condition was
not hopeless and suggested that
theivdaughter was the victim of
violence by their son-in-law.
In its report, the medical
examiner's office cast doubt on
both the abuse and eating disorder theory.
The autopsy results on the
41-year-old woman were made
public more than two months
after Schiavo died of dehydration on March 31 following the
removal of her feeding tube 13
days earlier. The death ended an
extraordinary right-to-die battle
that engulfed the courts,
Congress and the White House.
The autopsy showed that
Schiavo's brain had shrunk to
about half the normal size for a
woman her age and that it bore
signs of severe damage.
"This damage was irreversible, and no amount of ther-

Town Crier
NOTICE
IN The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

WEATHER

HIGH:
Lowe
Yg;

Tonight will be
mostly clear.
Friday will be
mostly sunny
with highs in the
lower 1304
Friday 1111104:0111
be mostly clear
with lows in the
upper 50s.

Schiavo autopsy
The medical evidence regarding
Tern Schiavo's vegetative state
rests on a variety of testing
spanning 15 years. A CT scan
from 2002 shows massive
atrophy of the cerebral cortex.

CT scan of Schiavo's brain
Skull
Atrophied
brain

Cavities within the brain
expanded, filling with fluid
because of loss in brain mass.
SOURCE: Fobs & Felos, PA

AP

apy or treatment would have
regenerated the massive loss of
neurons," said Pinellas-Pasco
County Medical Examiner Dr.
Jon Thogmartin, who led the
autopsy team. He also said she
was blind, because the "vision
centers of her brain were dead."
George Felos, attorney for
Michael Schiavo, said the findings back up their contentions
made "for years and years" that
Terri Schiavo had no hope of
recovery. He said Michael
Schiavo plans to release autopsy
photographs of her shrunken
brain.
"Mr. Schiavo has received so
much criticism throughout this
case that I'm certain there's a
part of him that was pleased to
hear these results and the hard
science behind them,- Felos
said.
Nevertheless, attorney David

Gibbs HI said Schiavo's parents
Bob and Mary Schindler, continue to believe she was not in a
vegetative state and questioned
thee conclusion that she was
blind.
Thrfigding that she was
blind Tcounters a widely seen
videotape released by her parents of Terri Schism in her hospice bed. The video showed
Schiavo appearing to turn
toward her mother's voice and
smile. She moaned and laughed.
Her head moved up and down
and she seemed to follow the
progress of a brightly colored
Mickey Mouse balloon.
The parents said the video
that showed she was aware of
her surroundings, but doctors
said her reactions were automatic responses and not evidence of
consciousness.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Scott McClellan said
the autopsy did nothing to
change President Bush's position that Schiavo's feeding tube
should not have been disconnected. He had signed a bill,
rushed through by Congress in
March, in a last-ditch effort to
restore her feeding tube.
'Thogmartin also said Schiavo
would not have been able to eat
or drink if given food by mouth
as the Schindlers wanted after
the tube was removed. In fact,
he said, she might easily have
choked to death if such feedings
had been tried.
"Removal of her feeding tube
would have resulted in her death
whether she was fed or hydrated
by mouth or not," Thogmartin
told reporters.
The autopsy included 274
external and internal body
images and an exhaustive
review of Terri Schiavo's medical records, police reports and
social services agency records.
Thogmartin said that the
autopsy produced no conclusion
on what triggered the temporary
heart stoppage that caused her
collapse and brain damage. He
said there was no evidence of
drug use, though he cautioned

PoliceS Mans

that Schiavo
was not tested in 1990
for
every
conceivable
substance
that could
have been in
her blood.
He said
there was no
Schiavo
proof
she
suffered
from an eating disorder such as
bulimia, which can disrupt the
body chemistry with lethal
effect. The main piece of evidence cited for an eating disorder — the low levels of potassium in her blood in 1990 —
could have been caused by the
treatment
she
emergency
received at the time, Thogmartin
said.
While she had lost more than
100 pounds since high school,
Schiavo never confessed to an
eating disorder, she did not take
diet pills and no one had witnessed her purging food, the
medical examiner said.
. He also discounted the possibility that she had overdosed on
caffeine from drinking large
amounts of tea in an effort to
keep her weight down.
The cause of death was ruled
dehydration from removal of the
feeding tube, but the underlying
reason for her brain damage was
officially listed as "undetermined."
In addition, the autopsy
found no traces of morphine in
her system at her death,
although she had been given two
doses in the days before she
died. The Schindlers had contended that morphine might
have been used to speed their
daughter's death.
The Schindlers fought their
son-in-law in court over their
daughter's fate for nearly seven
years, battling to the end with
conservatives at their side.
Michael Schiavo said his wife
never would have wanted to be
kept alive artificially in such a
condition.

•Market ...
ers and other plants, crafts, trees, caps, T-shirts and other fabric
and home-made bread,
items has also signed up for a
"All of our usual vendors will booth. She pointed out that the
home-grown vegetables and
.other
itpantawi4 bc be tire
414kr.,L,EINNIcattiWci haste, something
fut4
available incitidifig seaches, haVe"vvOodwiirkers WY'a mah— fcif eveTyone.
"It tieVa has teen intended
onions, lettuce,:cabbate, broc- . that raises bees and honey. We
coli, sugar peas, tomatoes, green even had a vendor come last as just a farmers market that's
why we decided to call it the
beans, squash and herbs along week with shubbery."
Ails said a vendor that letters Saturday Market."
with woodwork, jewelry, flow-

From Front

•

Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 308-A S. 10th St. at 7:43 a.m.
Wednesday.
• A burglary was reported at 1709-F Brooklyn Drive at 8:57 a.m.
Wednesday.
• A theft was reported at Froggy radio station at 9:13 a.m.
Wednesday.
•A theft was reported at 1631 Olive St. at 2:09 p.m. Wednesday.
• A male juvenile was charged with theft by unlawful taking less
than $300 after a shoplifting complaint at Wal-Mart at 4 p.m.
Wednesday.
•A theft was reported at 4:28 p.m. Wednesday at a Riviera Courts
residence.
• A burglary was reported at 11:53 p.m. Wednesday at 1407
Poplar St.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A vandalism complaint was made Tuesday afternoon about
rocks that broke a window at a Creekview Drive residence. Extra
patrol was requested.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

•West Nile

• ••

From Front
limits.
"I can't say that it's been real
bad at this point," Elias said.
"Probably the dry weather has
kept it down, but with the rain
this week it may start getting a
little worse."
The city, the county and the
Calloway
County
Health
Department compile a list of
mosquito complaints to report to
the KDA.
Meanwhile, CDC and DPH
officials have added two more
weapons to their recommended
arsenal of products that fight the
infection, according to their Web
site. In the past, repellents containing the chemical Deet have
been promoted as effective and
although CDC officials continue
to say that Deet is most effective, they have added two others
to the list — picaridin and oil of
lemon eucalyptus.
"Picaridin has long been used
in other countries and is an
ingredient in at least one repellent sold in the United States,"
according to a news release.
"Oil of lemon eucalyptus has
long been sold in a variety of
sprays and lotions. However, oil
of lemon eucalyptus should not
be used on children under three
years old."
Precautions that will help
reduce mosquito populations or
ptotect against mosquito bite
include:
• removing all standing
water around the home that provides a breeding area for mos-

•

IMO
File Photo
quitoes.
•remaining indoors at dawn,
dusk, and early evening when
mosquitoes are most active.
• wearing long-sleeved
shirts and long pants when you
are outdoors.
• spraying clothing with
repellents containing Deet,
picaridin, or oil of lemon eucalyptus, since mosquitoes may
bite through thin clothing.
•applying insect repellent
sparingly to exposed skin following manufacturer's directions for use printed on the product.
To report mosquito problems
in the area contact the judgeexecutive's office at 753-2920,
Murray City Hall at 762-0350,
or the Calloway County Health
Department at 753-3381. For
more information on West Nile
Virus go to the Department for
Public Health's Web site at
www. chfs.ky.gov and follow
links to West Nile virus or go to
the CDC's Web site at
www.cdc.gov.
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Connected car dealer wins lucrative cruiser contract
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A small Lawrenceburg car dealership with ties to a powerful
political aide of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher won a lucrative state
contract to provide police cruisers after a bidding process that
was challenged as unfair.
Countryside Motors won the
contracilaskyear after two dealerships with lower bids were
disqualified because they did
not meet a bid requirement that
the vehicles be delivered with
the gas tank half-full.
The dealers with the lower
bids pointed out that Ford Motor
Co., which ships the cars directly to the state without stopping
at the dealership, sends the cars
with only about one-fourth tank
of gas.
But the lower bidders were
disqualified because of their disclosure.
Countryside apparently knew
of the manufacturer's restriction
on fuel but did not disclose it in
its bid. A Finance Cabinet procurement officer said he wanted
to make sure about the discrepancy and contacted Countryside
Motors before the contract was
awarded. Officials with the two
lower bidding dealerships said
they were not contacted.
that
The
was
result
Countryside won the contract,
even though its price was higher
than the other two dealerships.
As it turns out, the cars received
under the contract with
Countryside have not contained
the stipulated amount of fuel.
The owner of Countryside,
which has already been paid
more than $4 million for about
185 vehicles delivered under the
contract, has denied political
influence and promised to make
up the difference of the fuel cost.
Officials with two dealerships that were disqualified
because of the fuel discrepancy
said they were punished for
being forthright and said the
entire bidding procedure seemed
unusual.
"That was a raw deal," said
Dave Trimpe, fleet sales manager for 32 Ford, which also filed a
formal protest of the bid award.
Countryside is owned by
James "Jimmie" Morgan, the
Kentucky
of
nephew
Republican Party treasurer Dave
Disponett. Like his uncle,
Morgan has been a contributor
to Fletcher's political .efforts,
donating a total of $3,000 to his
election and inaugural committees. Morgan also was appointed

by Fletcher to the Kentucky
Lottery Corp. Board of
Directors for which he receives
$5,000 annually.
Disponett has an office in the
Capitol and a state government
secretary, but receives no pay.
Fletcher has said Disponett is a
close adviser and helps vet candidates for political appointments.
Disponett and Morgan are
also business partners, though
apparently not in the car dealership.
"There's no political connection in Countryside Motors,"
Morgan said in a telephone
interview. "The connection
between my uncle and that,
there's not a doggone thing
there."
Disponett did not return calk
to his Capitol office and
Lawrenceburg business.
The bid specifications were
released in the fall of 2004,
when the Finance Cabinet did
not renew an existing contract
with Paul Miller Ford of
Lexington, hoping to get a lower
price for the police cruisers.
Paul Miller Ford and 32
Ford-Mercury of Batavia, Ohio,
were among five bidders for the
contract along with Countryside.
The bids were for the combined price on two 2005 Ford
Crown Victoria models, one for
standard cruisers, the other for
unmarked cars. Countryside bid
a combined price of $39,787.
Paul Miller bid $39,776, or $11
less than Countryside, and 32
Ford bid $43 less than
Countryside. The bids were
lower than the prices paid for the
previous year's model.
But bids from Paul Miller
and 32 Ford were disqualified
by Finance Cabinet procurement
officer Mike Gustafson because
they noted that Ford delivers
new vehicles with only 5 gallons
tank.
19-gallon
the
in
Countryside did not note that
practice on its bid.
Gustafson contacted only
Countryside about the gas issue
after a Ford Motor Co. officer
told him that cars leaving the
plant had less than a half-tank.
After 32 Ford protested the
contract award, Gustafson wrote
a note to a Finance Cabinet
attorney reviewing the protest
and noted the significance of the
fuel issue.
"If the fuel issue were
removed and we awarded points
as in the original ... then Paul
Miller Ford would be the winner," Gustafson said.
32 Ford would have lost

because of an unrelated topic
about delivery charges, according to the Finance Cabinet
appeal ruling.
Gustafson and a spokeswoman for the Finance Cabinet
said there was no political influence in the bidding process.
Both said they didn't hear from
in
Disponett or anyone
Fletcher's office about the bid.
Morgan said his dealership
was not notified of any problems
with the deliveries until last
week, after The Associated

From Front
called Stumbo a "party boss."
Pence, a former federal prosecutor, also said the investigation has been flawed. And he
alleged the grand jury is a "tool
of the prosecutor."
Stumbo, in a brief hallway
statement outside his office, said
he would not respond to the
"political rhetoric" of Fletcher
and Pence.
and
disappointed
"I'm
amazed a former prosecutor
would impugn the integrity of a
grand jury, 12 ordinary citizens," Stumbo said."We believe
in the system of following the
rule of law."
Bill
Secretary
Acting
Nighbert, Deputy Secretary Jim
Adams and Commissioner Dan
Druen were each indicted on
three misdemeanor charges they
conspired to fire Duncan for
political reasons.
Fletcher said he sees no reason to suspend or otherwise

that Countryside promised to
make up the fuel difference.
"If I make an 'exception' for
delivery charges for one and fuel
for another, then where does it
stop?" Gustafson wrote to
Angela
attorney
Finance
Robinson, who denied the
protest.
In an interview, Gustafson
said he only sought assurances
about the fuel delivery and did
not care how Countryside
planned to make up the fuel difference of about 5.5 gallons per

103 South 3rd Street
Downtown Murray
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-A MESSAGE FROM THE OWNERAfter 70 years, we have decided to sell out our entire present stock of furniture and accessories from our Crass
Furniture Store. At the conclusion of our Store Closing Conversion Sale, we will remodel and reopen as "Lulu's
Home Trends Gallery", featuring a new concept in home
furnishings retailing. Watch for further announcements! OUR
STORE IS NOW CLOSED to mark down prices. Over TWO
MILLION DOLLARS from Norwalk, Broyhill, Stanley.
Hooker, Liberty, J.RItymond, Restonic and other famous
brands, will be sold at liquidation sale prices. Remember.
that these are floor samples and one-of-a-kind items. available for immediate delivery, at the absolute lowest price of
our entire career. Everything will be plainly marked on sale
tags for immediate liquidation!
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vehicle
'Thats the N. eI 1dor s problem. That's not our problem
Gustafson said.
Danny Lyons with Paul
Miller Ford and Trimpe said
their dealerships were not contacted about the gasoline issue,
apparently because Gustafson
had already disqualified them.
The contract is for one year.
but may be renewed for four
one-year terms.

A SALE OF
GREAT MAGNITUDE!

•Fletcher ...
change the status of Nighbert.
Adams or Druen, and he said he
has given no thought to pardoning anyone in his administration
who might be charged.
Duncan has appealed his dismissal to the Personnel Board.
In an attachment to his appeal,
Duncan claims he was told by
Inspector General David Ray
"that I was being terminated
because I supported Ben
Chandler in the gubernatorial
election."
to
objected
had
Ray
Duncan's dismissal.
Pence said the charges were
the first filed in decades under
the Merit System law and were
brought only because Fletcher is
a Republican and Stumbo a
Democrat. Fletcher administration officials have said Stumbo
is interested in running against
the incumbent for the governor's
seat in 2007.
A spokeswoman said Stumbo
said he "has no plans to run for
governor at this time."

Press made inquiries.
"If we're notified that there s
an issue, or there's anything
missing, whether it's fuel or a
tire, we'll make it up," Morgan
said.
After the contract was awarded to Countryside, 32 Ford
lodged a protest.
In a written response to a
Finance Cabinet attorney who
was considering the protest,
Gustafson acknowledged the
significant role of the five gallons of fuel. Gustafson noted
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Faultless
Nation
Geraldo Rivera's mustache is
safe. The television personality
had pledged to shave it off if
Michael Jackson had been
found guilty of child molestation. Geraldo had nothing to
fear. A California jury acquitted
0.J.
Simpson of
murder, so
why should
it hold
Michael
Jackson
accountable
for molesting children?
Maybe
Michael can
now help
Cal's
O.J. search
Thoughts for
the "real
By Cal Thomas
killer."
Syndicated
Cable TV
Columnist
went
berserk. The
predictions
were mostly wrong and the
analysis was idiotic. One of
O.J. Simpson's attorneys,
Robert Shapiro. predicted on
CNN that the jury would convict Jackson. Legal analyst
Wendy Murphy confidently
prophesied to Fox's Shepard
Smith, "I think there is no question we will see convictions
here."
One verdict is indisputable:
Michael Jackson is a very sick
man who needs help. Those
who see Jackson as a cash cow
are not about to get it for him.
They will continue to use him
for their own purposes until his
fame, which has morphed into
infamy, is drained of its remaining monetary value. They will
then discard him like a soft
drink can, leaving him to consume and to be consumed by
his own "Jesus juice."
What was missing in virtually all of the commentary and
analysis of the verdict was how
this case reflects America's
moral climate. The narcissistic
generation has come full circle,
from indulging children to
abusing them: from setting
standards to removing all
taboos. Nothing is wrong any
longer, because nothing is right.
In such an environment, who
is to say that anyone's behavior
should be judged'? In the 1980s,
some people rejected the notion
of universal standards, asking.
"Who are you to impose your
morality on me?" The question
became moot as the immoral
have now imposed their
immorality on the rest of us.
This isn't the end for
Michael Jackson. He is not free.
He remains a prisoner, not only
of the sycophants and dysfunctional family members who surround him, but of his inner
demons.
Michael Jackson exhibits
every symptom of'pedophilia.
One silly cable TV analyst said
before the verdict that whatever

happens, Jackson must change
his behavior. It has been easier
for Jackson to change the color
of his skin than it will be to
alter his behavior.
Sam Vaknin, author of
"Malignant Self Love Narcissism Revisited," has written on the "roots of pedophilia"
for the Psychology Resource
Center online. It reads like a
profile of Michael Jackson.
Vaknin writes that for a
pedophile,"Sex with children is
a reenactment of a painful past.
children are the reification of
innoante, genuineness, trust
and faithfulness - qualities that
the pedophile wishes to nostalgically recapture."
Is this not a description of
Neverland Ranch with its private zoo and toys - stuffed and
living? "Through his victim,"
writes Vaknin, "the pedophile
gains access to his suppressed
and thwarted emotions. It is a
fantasy-like second chance to
reenact his childhood."
The pedophile, says Vaknin,
shares a psychosis with his victim. He is "the guru at the center of a cult." He regards sex
with children as an "ego-booster," which guarantees companionship.
Most sexual offenders do not
stop until someone stops them.
There is no reason to believe
that Michael Jackson, should he
in fact be a sex offender, will be
an exception.
The National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children
estimates that 1 in 5 girls and 1
in 10 boys are sexually assaulted before becoming adults.
Only 35 percent of those child
sexual assaults are reported to
authorities, so there is more of
this occurring than has met the
media eye.
Social sanctions and cultural
norms once argued against sexual license, especially with children. But what happens to a
society in which sanctioning
anything becomes a supposed
greater "evil" than what was
once almost universally recognized as evil, itself?
Our tolerance for everything
has produced an unwillingness
to restrict anything. A jury (how
could it be of his "peers," for
who could be said to be a peer
of Michael Jackson?)found
Jackson innocent of the charges
against him.
But our culture is not innocent. We produced Michael
Jackson, and, like the fictional
"Frankenstein" monster, he
walks among us as a living
judgment to our promiscuous
permissiveness.
Cal Thomas hosts "After
Hours" on Fox News Channel
Saturdays at II p.m. ET Direct
all MAILfor Cal Thomas to:
Tribune Media Services, 2225
Kenmore Ave., Suite 114,
Buffalo. N.Y. 14207.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Ron Fournier

Running Against Himself
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Fearing that President Bush's
political problems may become
their own, Republicans in
Congress and elsewhere are
beginning to yearn for the good
old days of seven months ago,
when he had somebody to run
against.
Voters were worried in
November about the economy
and war in Iraq, but they didn't
take it out on the incumbent on
13beetioa•Day..Theil W.now.
Bush's poll ratings are
among the worst since he took
office, declining in virtually
every category since his win
over Democratic Sen. John
Kerry. From his handling of the
economy,foreign policy and the
war in Iraq to his job approval
rating and voters' assessment of
the country's direction, the president's political scores are in
serious decline.
One reason is that voters are
no longer judging him in comparison to Kerry. Bush, like
other second-term presidents, is
facing the prospect of lameduck status. He's up against his
own record, in a sense, and
that's never an easy task.
"In a vacuum, all the dissasisfaction is put on the White
House," said GOP consultant
Charles Black, who argued that
Bush should draw more attention to upbeat economic numbers.
The Bush campaign succeeded in its 2004 strategy — to
make the election a referendum
on Kerry and not the incumbent_ Now,every day is a referendum on Bush.
"When you're in a campaign, people have to make a
choice. It's either A or B. Easy
enough," said Ken Khachigian,
who served as a strategist for
President Reagan. "It gets more
complicated after the campaign."
Khachigian said Bush could
seize the initiative by delivering
a speech to Congress on Iraq.
On Election Day, a majority
of voters were concerned about
the war in Iraq but also said it
was part of the war on terrorism. They had to make a choice
between Bush and Kerry while
weighing the question of who
would keep them safer.

AP Fite Photo

Now, with the death toll in
Iraq pushed above 1,700, more
than double the number of a
year ago, it's no longer a choice
between Bush and Kerry.
It's Bush's war. Period.
"There's just a general angst
right now," said Rep. Tom Cole,
R-Okla. "He's paying for his
Iraq policy more now than he
was before the election. People
know we have to win, but
they're not very happy about it.
So he has a lot of problems and,
frankly, nobody to blame them
on.
"And the Democrats are in
the unique position of not having to propose anything," Cole
said.
Beyond Iraq, the economy
has risen to the No. 1 concern
of voters, according to at least
one poll, and every survey
shOws a majority of voters disapproving of Bush's performance on that issue. His plans to
overhaul Social Security have
gotten no traction in Congress
or with the general public.
The president proudly considers himself a politician who
forges ahead, despite the obstacles, but some Republicans are
worried that Bush's resolve
could cost them control of
Congress in 2006 or 2008.
They fear his advisers are
ignoring the signs of voter discontent. moving too slowly to

adjust their strategies to new
realities. Some top Republicans
also blame GOP congressional
leaders for focusing on legislation that seems to help a select
few while making no progress
on issues that matter to many.
These Republicans include
lawmakers and consultants who
are allies of the White House.
Most spoke on condition of
anonymity, fearing reprisal from
the administration.
"They might not realize what
a challenge we face here," said
Joe Gaylord, a Republican consultant close to former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich."The
challenge is they're in campaign mode. Americans can be
patient for a while, but when
they see nothing going on, they
get to wondering,'What's going
on here?"
Gaylord cited the political
fallout from the decision to
intervene in the case of a braindamaged Florida woman,Terri
Schiavo. Cole mentioned tort
reform. Another top GOP lawmaker singled out bankruptcy
legislation that made it harder
for debt-ridden Americans to
wipe out their obligations.
Those may be good policies,
the'Republicans said, but those
issues benefit a limited number
of voters. Republicans are urging Congress and the White
House to push harder for voter-

friendly legislation such as the
jobs-laden highway bill or energy reform, a political prescription to angst over skyrocketing
gasoline prices.
Khachigian said Bush is
being worn down by stiff
Democratic opposition and by
his bullish agenda. "In a campaign, you're less likely to put
up provocative ideas, you use
much more global messaging
and fewer specifics," he said.
"What he's paying the price for
now is being specific and
provocative, especially on
Social Security."
Cole compared Bush to
President Truman, who never
shied from a tough issue and
often paid a political price.
"He was pretty farseeing.
What you liked about Truman is
what in the short term makes it
politically challenging, and I'd
say the same thing about Bush,"
Cole said."He likes to make
tough decisions."
Cole's analogy may not be
comforting to Republicans. For
all his tough stands and history's opinion. Truman left office
with low poll ratings after the
1952 elections. And his
Democrats lost control of
Congress.
Ron Fournier has covered
national politicsfor The
Associated Press since 1992.
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Obituary
Mrs. Donna Marie Postak
MI'S. Donna Mane Postak, 63, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
died
Wednesday, June IS, 2005, at noon at the lodge.
Her husband, Robert Wayne Postak Sr.. preceded her in death.
Born July 11, 1941, in Macon, Ga., she was the daughter of the late
Herbert Sims Sr. and Gertrude Lieb Sims.
Survivors include three sons, Richard Postak and wife, Stacy,
Mayfield, Robert Postak Jr., Bangkok, Thailand, and Terry Postak
and wife, Amy, Jacksonville, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Bonnie Lores
and husband, Dwight, Fairhope, Ala., and Mrs. June Mitchell, San
Antonio, Texas; two brothers, Darrell Sims and wife, Connie,
Atlanta, Ga., and Bert Sims and wife, Kelly, Huntsville, Ala.; two
grandchildren.
Visitation will be at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home,
Murray, from 5 to 6 p.m. Friday.
No funeral service will be held in Murray, but burial will be in the
Pensacola Memorial Gardens, Pensacola, Fla. The time for the service in Pensacola has not been arranged.
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Jet crashes in Arizona neighborhood
By BETH DeFALCO
Associated Press Writer
PHOENIX (AP)-A Marine
jet carrying four 500-pound
bombs crashed into the backyard of a home during a training
exercise, but the pilot ejected
safely and only one person on
the ground was slightly injured.
authorities said.
Nearly 1,300 homes were
evacuated Wednesday while a
military explosives team dismantled the bombs at the crash
site in Yuma, about 185 miles
southwest of Phoenix. Most
people were allowed to return
home by late evening.
The Harrier jet was coming
in for a landing at Marine Corps
Air Station-Yuma when it
crashed and burst into flames
about a mile from the base.
Marine Cpl. Michael Nease
said.
"I was just sitting here. It was
a low soaring sound. It got real
low, it was like a rumbling and I
heard an explosion," said Manta
Jane Wichman, who lives about
four houses away from where
the crash occurred.
The jet was carrying four
500-pound bombs and 300
rounds of 25-milimeter ammunition, none of which exploded.
Two homes had some structural
damage. Nease said.
One unidentified person suf-

AP photr,

The wreckage of a Marine Harrier jet is shown in this image from video. from
KPNX 12
after it crashed in a residential area Wednesday in Yuma, Ariz. There were
no reports
of injuries and the pilot ejected safely, authorities said.
fered a minor arm laceration but ing the accident but had not on impact."
apparently no one else was taken determined a cause, Nease said.
The AV-8B Harrier, a light
to the hospital as a result of the
Wichman and her 82-year- attack aircraft that Can take off
crash, authorities said.
old mother-in-law refused to and land like a helicopter, was
The pilot, who was based out evacuate, even though they were the fourth such jet -from
the
of Yuma and returning from a urged to do so by authorities.
Yuma air station to crash in
training mission, was "up walk"Like 1 say, I'm 82. I'm ready recent years. A Harrier crashed
ing around" after ejecting. to go. I don't want to leave my in Yuma on Dec.
2 and another
Nease said. His name was not animals," O'Neill said. "My two crashed in December
2003.
released.
contention is if it was going to In each of the cases, the pilots
The Marines were investigat- explode, it should've exploded ejected safely.

U.S. ambassador: Osama bin Laden not in Afghanistan

By DANIEL COONEY
AP photo
A masked gunmen, right,from a group calling themselves Associated Press Writer
the al-Haq Army, helps to surround the main mosque in
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
Ramadi, Iraq as an Iraqi policeman walks by Thursday. - Osama bin Laden and fugiThe armed men blocked the entrance to the mosque after tive Taliban chief Mullah
city officials and tribal elders planned a conference to Mohammed Omar are thought
not to be in Afghanistan, the
select representatives to meet with coalition forces.
U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
Khalilzad said Thursday, a day
after a purported commander of
the rebel group said the pair are
alive and well.
U.S. officials have repeatedly
By FRANK GRIFFITHS
dents support the now-banned said the fugitive al-Qaida leader
Baath Party of toppled President is thought to be some place in
Associated Press Writer
Saddam
Hussein. officials said.
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
the rugged mountains between
A
roadside bomb attack killed five
Six masked gunmen in two Afghanistan and Pakistan.
U.S. Marines and gunfire killed cars blocked the road and
"Mullah Omar is not in
an American sailor in a western sprayed the judge's car with Afghanistan. 1 do not believe
Iraqi town, the U.S. military and machine-gun fire, said Mosul that Osama is in Afghanistan,"
Iraqi pfficials said Thursday, as court Judge Abdul al-Hassaniani the
U.S. ambassador to
an upsurge in rebel violence bat- and Dr. Bahaa al-Din al-Bakri of Afghanistan told reporters
at a
tered American forces.
the city's hospital. The officials press conference in Kabul.
The Marines died Wednesday identified the dead judge as
Khalilzad did not say where
after their vehicle was attacked Salim Mahmoud al-Haj Ali. the two were believed
to be hidnear Ramadi, 70 miles west of Mosul is 225 miles northwest of ing.
Baghdad. the military said. Baghdad.
"It is not an easy job to find
Officials in Ramadi had reported
In Baghdad, Iraqi legislators one person, maybe with
some
a roadside bomb blast in the pre- seemed close to agreement on a
(people) helping him,... in a vast
dawn hours.
demand by Sunni Arabs for legion. It requires timely
intelli-A sailor attached to the more participation in the effort gence," he said.
Marines' unit, the 2nd Marine to draft a constitution.
Despite the failure to catch
Division.
Marine
11
A Shiite-dominated parlia- bin Laden since the Sept.
11,
Expeditionary Force, was also mentary committee drafting
2001, attacks on America,
killed Wednesday in Ramadi by Iraq's new constitution offered a
Khalilzad said "a lot of
gunfire, the military said.
compromise to the country's progress" had been
made in
The six U.S. deaths raised Sunni Arab minority in an effort combattin
g his terror network.
Wednesday's toll from insurgent to break a deadlock over He
said it wasn't clear how
attacks to 58 killed, making it demands they have a bigger say much
operational control bin
the deadliest day of violence in in drawing up the charter.
Laden still had over al-Qaida.
more than a month.
The offer suggested that 13
"Significant numbers of the
At least 1,714 U.S. military additional Sunni Arabs join the
leaders of al-Qaida have been
members have died since the committee in a parallel body.
captured. Their network has
war began in 2003, according to The head of a major Sunni relibeen disrupted ... the financial
an AP count.
gious organization and a network has also been disruptMeanwhile, a judge and his spokesman for the community's ed," he said.
bodyguard were killed Thursday largest political party rejected
morning in an eastern Mosul committee chairman Hummam
neighborhood where many resi- Hammoudi's offer.

Five Marines, one sailor
killed in rebel violence

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

He added that it is symboli- rifle was propped next to him as Wednesday that
the interview
cally very important that bin he spoke.
was "not serious" and wouldn't
Laden be brought to justice and
The man said the Taliban are help the rebels. He questioned
"sooner or
still organized and senior why the man claiming to be
later
Taliban leaders hold regular Usmani was afraid to show his
believe firmconsultations. "Our discipline is face, though he stopped short of
ly that he
strong. We have regular meet- questioning his identity.
will
be
ings. We make programs," he
"He was just saying the same
caught."
said.
thing as usual," Azimi said.
Pakistani
He said Omar does not attend -This doesn't make any differPresident
the meetings but "decisions ence in terms of improving their
Gen. Pervez
come from his side." He did not military or political situation."
Musharraf
say where those meetings take
In speaking about Omar, the
said during a
bin Laden
place.
man referred to the Taliban chief
visit
to
Geo said the interview was by his self-proclaimed title of
Australia this week that his gov- recorded
last week. A senior "ameerul momineen"-"leader
ernment doesn't "have a clear journalist
at the independent sta- of the faithful."
idea" where bin Laden is hiding. tion
said the interview was done
"Ameerul momineen is our
In comments Thursday. he near
the Afghan town of chief and leader. No one is
claimed that his security forces Spintioidalc. which‘ is
close to against him. Our arneerul momhave "broken the back" of al- the Pakistani border.
ineen is alive. He is all right.
Qaida in Pakistan.
In Washington, a U.S. intelli- There is no problem. He is not
Khalilzad,,said catching bin gence official
said on condition sick. He is my commander. He
Laden and Omar required the of anonymity
that it seemed rea- gives me instructions," the man
cooperation of several govern- sonable
to believe .that former said.
ments, which, he added, should Taliban
officials still gather to
Asked whether he has direct
not allow militants to use their meet.
contact
with Omar, the man
territory for "propaganda purGen.
said:
Zaher
"I
will
not say whether I
Azimi,
a
poses against Afghanistan."
spokesman for the Afghan meet with him or not. But he is
The comments appeared to Defense
Ministry,
said giving instructions."
be a veiled criticism of Pakistan.
On Wednesday, Pakistan's Geo
television broadcast an interview with a man it identified as
Taliban military commander
(OLYMPIC PLAZA-MURRAY)
Mullah Akhtar Usmani, a former
Afghan aviation minister, who
said bin Laden was "absolutely
fine." He would not specify
•Coaqwehensfre EX2iltS for Glaw,es & Contact Lentos
where bin Laden was hiding.
etlye infections
Pakistani officials declined to
Selectian at'Desigaer Frames and Stutgiastes
comment
Thursday
On
Insansce Accepted
Khalizad's remarks.
In the video, a black turban
shielded the man's face, making
it impossible to recognize him or
verify his identity, and an AK-47
SAVE'250 ON
ATTACHMENTS
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KEEP COOL WITH A
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ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

prices as of 9 a.m.
Dow Jones hid. Abg...10,564.53 - 1.84 I M
.....76.58 + 0.28
Air Products
61.75 + 0.57 Intel ..-.-..-..-..............27.02 + 0.08
AT&T................._....19.37 + 0.07 Kroger _
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Mattel
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Bell South
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General Electric -_.-_-.36.29'0.03 Sears Holding Corp -151.93+ 4.48
+ 0.03
General Motors- -34.94 • 1.40 Time Warner ......
-011
GlaxoSmidtkline ADR ....4&72- 0.07 US Bancorp._.....
Goodrich .-----A1-56+ 0.22 UST
..............45.l4• 0.37
Goodyear
+013 WellPoint Inc
6072- 0.48
HopFed Bank*
-15.93 B 16.00/s Wal-Mart _
49.90 +0.05
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•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available •
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office. 1866) 936-6600
Cell: 1270) 293-8086
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COMMUNITY
Boy Scout Troop 77 Makes Canoe Trip
/14.Ki11Es LANOE bASE

Summer
workshops
continue at
Art Guild
Sununer workshops are continuing now at the Murray Art
Guild.
Persons may sign up for adult
orkshops in Book Binding
June 20-21; Wood-burning
Gourds June 18; Feng Shui
Basics June 29; Business of
Art June 30: and Pine-needle
Baskets July 18 -19.
Youth workshops include
Glass Painting June 23; Mosaic Suncatchers July 8 ;
Cityscrapes on the Square July
21-22: and Beginning Waving
for Kids July 25-29.
Scholarships are available.
The Guild also otTers One-onOne Art Instruction.
For more information and
workshop registration, call the
Guild at 753-4059 or stop by
at 103 North Sixth St.. Murray. Guild hours are from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Friday.

Photo provided
the
utilizing
Tennessee
in
River
Boy Scout Troop 77 traveled 25 miles on the Buffalo
holiday.
Day
Memorial
the
over
Base
Canoe
Middle Tennessee Council's Grimes
Joseph
Boys participating were Joseph Cauthen, David Cox, Geoffrey Stone,
Brian
Schoppe,
Brandon
Davis,
Joey
Schoppe,
Ryan
Bearsby,
Harrison, Justin
Chris
Henry,
William
O'Neal,
Matt
Schoppe,
Eric
Villeneuve,
Joseph
McCormack,
Henry, Brian Fogle, Luke Pritchett, Brendan McCormack and Robert Graves. Troop
Trails
77 is sponsored by First Christian Church, Murray, and is part of the Shawnee
Doug
or
437-4277,
scoutmaster,
Painter,
Larry
Council. For more information call
759-9226.
at
VanderMolen, asst. scoutmaster,

AMVETS install officers for coming year
BUCHANAN,Tenn. — John
DeLuca opened the June meetAuxiliary 45 in joint
ing
session with the AMVETS and
Sons of AMVETS.
Bill
Commander
Past
Edwards. with Jan Doall, past
department president, installed
the new _Auxiliary officers, and
officers of ANIVETS and Sons.
These officers will assume
duties at the meeting on July
10, a week late due to the
holiday. or any time after the
June meeting that requires their
service or attention.
President Wincie Wright of
the AMVETS Auxiliary reopened the meeting to complete any unfinished business
of the previous ear. She welcomed 21 members and one
guest. A thank you card was
received from the Paris Landing Volunteer Fire Department
for the $500 donation made to
them at the last meeting.
Wright. aided by Jan Doall,

gave a brief program on the
Auxiliary uniform, explaining
the difference in uniforms for
tiers of office of local, department and national. She also
emphasized the correct way to
wear and what can be displayed on the hat or jacket
lapel.
Wright presented each of
her officers with a gift in the
form of a framed poem written for each lady with their
photo included.
Hospital chair Dorothy
Edwards gave a report on the
May 21 visit to St Jude's Children's Hospital at Memphis,
the
accompanying
Tenn.,
National Hospital chair Patty
Peining, seven local members
plus a delegation from Virginia.
The visit was to deliver a
donation of $20,000, funds
raised nation wide in the Pumpkin Pin-up contest last October.

Edwards also told about the
visit to the Tennessee State
Veterans Home in Humboldt
to do a cookout for the residents. The ladies also gave
manicures to several residents,
both men and women.
In her year-end report she
told of the Memorial Day Fun
Run which raises fund for the
Memphis VA Hospital. The run
is sponsored by the Henry
County United Veterans Coordinating Council, hosted this
year by VFW Post 1889.
Approximately $1200 was collected and over 40 participants
walked or run.
Americanism Chairman Jan
Doall reported on the 'Living
Flag" winning a second place
trophy at the Iris Day Parade
in Dresden. Tenn., in early
May. She ,thanked the ladies
who participated by wearing
the flag in this project throughout the year with a certificate
reflecting the "Living Flag"

Before leaving for the island,
the campers were treated to a
cookout at the Madisonville
Post, courtesy of the Woodmen of the World Lodge 396.
During the week on the
island, campers participated in
many activities such as swimS.
•
• •
•
ming, canoeing, archery, fishOur Registered
ing and many other outdoor
Bridal Couples:
•• activities.
Cristina Garcia
Trooper Island is located on
O'Rourke
Peter
&
Hollow Lake and was
Dale
Whitney Morris
established in 1965.
& Mike Cooper
The free summer camp is
Julia Wilson '
& Mitch Ryan
for underprivileged boys and

•
•
•
•
•

girls ages 10 to 12 that may
not have a chance to attend a
summer camp. Each year
approximately 700 campers
attend the camp from across
the state.
Trooper Island is a nonprofit organization, which operates on private and business
donations. If you would like
to make a donation to Trooper Island, you may contact your
local Kentucky State Police
Post. Contributions are taxdeductible.
Currently the Kentucky State

Lane Dennison
& David Richardson
Joni Flegle
& Jared Gibson
•
Laura DeBerry
• & Chad Thornsbrough
Danielle Belt
& James Lane
•
Brandi Wilson
& Steve Wilson
Amber Alexander
& Will Ryan
Misty Emstberger
& Tracy Dunn
•
Emma Shaw
& Steve Morrison
Erin Grogan
& Justin Lewis
•
Jessica Lemons
•
& Ross Molle
Rebecca Medlock
•
& Chad Carver
•
Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
•
Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd
Jessie Radke
•
& Jeff Leddy
•
Kelly Harris
• & Matthew Oakley
Trish Spengler
& Eric Evenstade
Donna K. Poston
•
& Stuart Poston
Laura Nixon
& Thomas Efendorfer

•

•

Maggie Snyder
&Joe Laird

held Tuesday at Nashville, Tenn.
Mengel placed third in the
state finals held in Louisville.
She is being sent for compe-

Police are raffling a 2005 Harley
Davidson Road King Motorcycle (license # 0RG0000633).
Tickets may be purchased from
any Kentucky State Police Post.
On June 30 the Mayfield Post
will be holding the Scott Lathram Memorial/Trooper Island
Golf Tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course in Murray. The entry fee is $60 per
person or $240 per team. To
register contact Trooper Barry
Meadows at 1-270-856-3721.

tition by the Calloway County High School Sorta Club.
She is a 2005 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

//

Nationally known retail fashion consultant. Karron Little,from Dallas
will be on hand to explain the hottest fashion trends
and how to coordinate them into your wardrobe.

MHS Class plans promotion have

a car wash
Murray High School Class of 2007 will
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Pizza Hut. Funds will
go toward the prom.

0/2.1550 rile-ceAqt.c.Aa4v,
et•tele rwole,/
All spring & summer merchandise
will be 25% to 50% off!

Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
America will have a dinner meeting tonight at 6 p.m. at
Holmes Family Restaurant, 1196 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray.
The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 7531829.

MHS Soccer Team plans promotion
Murray High School Boys Soccer Team will have a rebate
night at Sirloin Stockade today. Individuals eating that day
can support the team by telling the cashier to apply their ticket to the rebate.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County is low on several items to fill the baskets for the clients. Cooler, Freezer
and Pantry needs include fresh eggs, canned spinach, canned
sauerkraut, box saltine crackers, canned mixed veggies and
bags of rice. Personal hygiene and cleaning supply needs are
bath tissue, shampoo, dish liquid and bleach. Also large brown
paper bags are needed. These may be taken to the Need Line
office in the Weaks Community Center between the hours of
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Youth Football Camp scheduled
Murray High Football will conduct a camp for the youth
of the community June 20-23 from 9 a.m. to noon. Grades
K-3 will be June 20 and 21 and Grades 4-8 will be on June
22 and 23. This will be for students for 2005-06 school year.
Cost will be $15 which includes a T-shirt. Financial aid is
available. Registration will be on the first day of each camp
at 8:30 a.m. For more information contact Coach Lee Edwards
at ledwards@murray-k12.ky.us or call 753-8256.

Panhellenic group forming
A National Panhellenic Alumnae group for the southwest
Kentucky and northwest Tennessee area will be formed in
September. National Panhellenic Council sorority alumnae interested in joining contact Christine Barr at 1-731-644-3928 for
information. Members of all NPC groups are encouraged to
participate, especially those from Murray State University.
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50% to 75% OFF
ENTIRE STORE
Great Gifts di Collectibles
Priced To Go!

FINAL DAY JUNE 30TH

Vintage Rose

•

A free movie will be shown each Friday
in June and July at the Murray-Calloway County Park Amphitheater. This will be hosted by Harvest Land Ministries International with Michael Richardson, pastor. For information call
759-5107.

Twin Lakes Club will meet

oft2

(7a,

Free movie to be shown infrompark
8 to 10 p.m.

Scholarships available for camps
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The Center for Health & Wellness
County Hospital will offer a Summer Swim for Kids program
on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. This is for children ages 9-12.
The cost is $6 for non-members or free to members. For
information call 762-IFIT.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mengel will compete in national event
Justine Mengel will be competing for the state of Kentucky in the National Nursing
Assistants competition to be

Summer Swim for Kids planned
at Murray-Calloway

CAM meeting on Friday

•

•

(RSVP)
The Retired Senior Volunteer
Calloway
for
program
Homeland Security
over)
County is seeking volunteers (55 and
curfor
organizations
to assist non-profit
comthe
in
programs
upcoming
and
rent
munity.
Openings are still available for the second class of disaster preparedness (CERT
(Community Emergency Response Team)
training scheduled to begin on Monday.
If you have a few hours a week to volJo's
or for more information about becomunteer
Datebook
or a CERT Team MemBy Jo Burkeen ing a volunteer
Loranger, Calloway CounVenita
call
ber,
Community
ty coordinator at 759-5633 or cell phone
Editor
519-3167.
office of
To fill out an application come by the Murray
ComWeaks
of
C
Suite
in
Services
West Kentucky Allied
munity Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray.

photo. Completing her year on
Memorial Day she laid a wreath
at the courthouse monument and
later at Fun Run Memorial SerCourt Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) will have an
vice. Representatives also took
Nationadvisory council and board meeting on Friday at 9 a.m. at
a wreath to Ft Donelson
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
al Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
Doall then presented President Wright with her scrapbook, the cover reflecting the
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
"Living Flag", with the most will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
prominently shown member In
Featured will be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms,
this view being WIncie.
dads and older children are welcome. For more information
A card and token of appre- call Kim Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-4746.
ciation from the Auxiliary was
given to President Wright for
her year of service by Nancy
Scholarships are available for children attending Summer Camp
Byford, first vice president.
Care Programs. Applications are currently being acceptDay
Incoming President Collins
assist in supplementing the cost of child care for famto
ed
1,au
glade a ,few cow.F54,
ilies within Murray and Calloway County who have a child,
plans for the coming year.
ages 5-12, attending a summer camp day care program. The
announced that the Sons of
is based on income. Applications can be made at
scholarship
AMVETS will host a Hog
County Family Resource Center at 1169 PotterCalloway
the
Roast on June 26, and requestContact Michelle Hansen at 762-7333 for
Murray.
Rd.,
town
ed volunteers to assist with
more information or for an appointment.
preparations.

Campers treated to cookout before going to Trooper
MAYFIELD, K. — During the week of May 30 through
June 3. fifty-three boys and
girls from the Mayfield and
Madisonville Post area spent
a week at the Kentucky State
Police Trooper Island Camp.

Homeland Secunty program
asking for local volunteers

so ifort•••
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Club Wins State Awards Honor roll given for Murray Middle School
Murray Middle School has G. Courtney, Garrett A. Cowen, L. Holmes,
Daniel Hughes, Drew
released the honor roll for the Shelby M. Crouch,
D. Kelleher, Brandon Kipphut,
fourth nine weeks of school
Timothy L. Dowdy, Casey D. Weston B. Maness. Glen R.
for the 2004-2005 school years Dowty, Lauren M. Erickson, Olive. Lauren J. Owens. LanAndrea D. Graham, Patrick D. don D. Russell, Madison
as follows:
G.
Griffo. Safiah S
Hassan, Schwettman, Jordan M. Smith,
FOURTH GRADE
Spencer
W. Holbrook, Chelsea David C. Vinson. Ruby M.
All As
Allie M. Carter, Sydney T. Rae Holzschuh, Meg E. Hud- Weatherbee, Amanda B. WinCarver, Whitney K. Carver, Ash- son, Morgan T. Huston, Sawyer chester, Kanee M. Wilson and
ley N. Dawson, Anna P. Drew, C. Lawson, Thaddeus J. Mas- Sarah N. Wooten.
Logan T. English, Tristan K. they, Allison D. Mauney,
All As and Bs
Kristyn T. McAllister, AmanEnoch. Allyson L. Futrell,
Landon T. Boggess. Elizabeth
Charles M. Graves, Hunter B. da Elizabeth McDonald, John F. Brewer, Emily Anne Broh,
Heathcott, Madison A. Houck, C. McKenna, Abby S. Murdock, Matthew A. Campbell, Lindsey
Jan K. Hutchins, Lindsay E. Fumihiko Nakamura, Jacob J. C. Capps. Rebecca L. Cole,
Lambert, Gabriel A. Leavell, O'Bryan, Liam A. Parker, Johnn Parker Crane, Mardnquez
Heatherly B. Paschall, Simmy K. Curry, Courtney Lee Day.
John S. Lollar,
Darien B. Maness, Chase S. Patel, Brian K. Puckett, Mor- Robert A. DeBoer, Matthew
A. Martin, Alyson L. Mathis, gan R. Rutledge, Garrett C. Phillip Deese, Lauren Ann DieleKristin L. McNutt, Alexandria P. Schwettman, Jesus Antonio man,
Montgomery, Maggie L. Morris, Siqueiros,
Danielle N. Dolack, Travis
Kaycee Lea Smith, Haley B. Wright Durr, Travis Garland,
Daniel B. Nisbet, Stephen C.
Orr, Hugh W. Paschall, John Stewart, Brandon M. Story, Den- Amanda N. Greene. Rachel A.
E. Ramey, Hannah J. Riley, nis Allen Therrell, Jonathan R. Henderson, Hunter Houck, Ryan
Photo provided
Jason R. Spann, Joseph A. Thiede, Shaun D. Thweatt, A. Kelly. Jeffrey Jon Koren,
Linda Bennett of the Hazel Woman's Club
(left) is picWard, Meagan K. Winder, Alyssa Zachary T. Travis, Nathan C. Megan L. McBee, Caitland
tured with Pat Latimer, president of the club,
who
L. Wnght and Malik R. Van- Troupe, Tiffanie P. Van Pelt. McClure, Dominik Mikulcik, Darrecently won first place with her photography
Victoria E. Verburg, David A. ius C. Nabavi,
dal.
at the
Whitney, Aaron H. Wilson, Darby
convention of the Kentucky Federation of
All As and Bs
Katrina M. Olson, Mario G.
Women's
Lucas T. Anderson, Zhanna R. Woods and Joseph J. Zim- Pannunzio, William L. Rigsby,
Clubs at Louisville. Bennett got first with her
scenic
Badasyan, Jared D. Benning- merer.
Henry W. Rogers, Megan Elizphoto and also first with her feature photo.
Her selecAll As and Bs
field, Nicholas Evan Betts, Emily
abeth Shoulberg, Niko M. Sikkel,
tions will be judged at the upcoming convent
James C. Birdsong, Jaylon Sarah R. Stanley, Zori H. Tayion of the
R. Bland, Arin M. Boyd, Tori
General Federation of Women's Clubs. Also
J.
Blanton, Andrew-John R. lor, Mackenzie L. Webster, Jesse
R.
Chapman
,
Amber
E. Clinthe club's
ton, Chadwick H. Cochran, Anne Bokeno, Haley L. Boudreaux, Dean Winchester and Garret
student art entry by Ben Hood won second
at the
C. Courtney, Elizabeth C. Court- Lakin T. Butterworth, Prentice T. Wright.
KFWC convention.
ney, John M. Crofton, Kade A. T. Colson, Kendall G. Deese.
SEVENTH GRADE
Cullop, Katlyn B. Cullop, Allie Miranda B. Fortner, Andrea D.
All As
Graham,
Timothy
L. Daniel, Tieri C. Dinh,
C.
Kullen C. Balthrop, Claire C.
Chloe C. Farris, Joel H. Fer- Greifenkamp, Sang Myung Ha, Barnett, Emily G. Benson, JorThe Ladies of Sullivan's Par
Taking second place was the guson, Logan D. Foster, Tyler Gillian G. Hansgen, Jared C. dan M. Benton, Hannah B.
Henderson,
3 Golf Course held a golf scram- team of Evelyn Blivin,
Boone, Bailey E. Boyd, John
Daisy R. Greer, Adrian E. Herndon,
Chelsea M. Hill. Mariel B. T. Burress, Taylor F. Butler.
ble on Monday.
Karlenta
Charees
Kendalle
HarDurham, Loretta Mann and
ns, Zachary P. Kondratko, Brit- Jackson, Kyle R. Kennedy, Max Hannah L. Cochran. Jamie L.
The team of Mary Neale Louise Parker with a score
of tany
L. Lamb, Jonathan R. A. Kinsey, Jose' J. Lemus, Chaz Courtney, Allison D. Crawford.
Barton, Belinda Elliott, Patsy 58.
Lynn,
Matthew G. McReynolds, E. Lucas, Summer R. Manning, Sarah E. Crouch, Sara E. DarGreen and Kathy Nash earned
Ellen Jones had a chip-in Samuel
T. Medlock, Adam L. Lincoln H. Miller, Kristen L. nell, Emily S. Denham. Autumn
top honors in the competition on hole No. 3.
Melton, Jacob I. Menage, Simon Morris, Kara R. Mosley, Amber- R. Denton. Aneshia N. Gray,
with a score of 56.
ly R. Moss, Emily SueAnn
D. Mikulcik,
Timothy R. Greer, Matthew
Alexander D. Miller, Bryce Orbeck, Jaclin J. Patterson, Scott Hall, Meghan C. Henry,
T. Mills, Tiya-toonse Muuka, Nerasha Payne, Chase A. Pee- Michael G. Hyatt, Shelby A.
Logan G. Parker, Andre' T. bles, Andrea D. Provine,
Johnson, Zachary L. Lambert,
PEORIA, III. — Denise R. and Mary Bradford of Murray.
Chandler R. Purdom, Kate- Michael G. Mangold, Daniel L.
Phillips, Taylor B. Pope, Brady
Bradford has received recogTo be eligible for the dean's A. Powell, Taylor R. Richerson, lyn B. Robinson, Will P. McGrew, Alaina M. Mikulcik,
nition on the dean's list for list a student must achieve
a Andrew T. Snellen, Sarah E. Tay- Schwettman, Shelby L. Stallins, Ryan K. Miller, Courtney Latrice
the spring semester at Bradley minimum 3.5 grade-point
aver- lor, Ian A. Umstead, Kayla J. Chad H. Thompson. Mckensie Nesbitt, Michael B. Orr, NicoUniversity.
age for the semester on a 4.0 Verberg, Hayley C. Warner, Brett F. Tucker, Matthew J. Van letta R. Pannunzio, Seth M.
She is the daughter of John scale.
E. Watson, Joseph R. Win- Ameringen, Andres E. Villatoro, Parker-Bell, Jalessa Dyuan
chester and Kassity R. Win- Quantice Deasia Washington, Payne,
Shuntara Matrice Washington.
chester.
Shawn Andrew Schuring,
Brandon A. Williams and Kaylee Melissa Anne Shoulberg, Corey
FIFTH GRADE
M. Williams.
All As
James Slaughter. Morgan E.
SIXTH GRADE
Austin L. Adams, Kayla M.
Steiner. Mark A. Stubblefield,
All As
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Thorn of Radio Road, Almo, are the Adams, Wesley D. Adams, Mary
Karli C. Tabers, Patricia K. TayTaylor Davan Alvey, Steven lor, Erin E. Trevathan, Christiparents of a daughter, Lillie Marie Thorn, born on Wednesday, A. Basiak, Austin B. Blakely,
June 1, 2005, at 7:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hos- Cammie Jo Bolin, Jessica Ann T. Arnold, Lauren Marie Bier- na A. Veach. Charles Dillon
Butler, Ryan T. Butler. Thomas baum, Alexandra M. Bloodworth, Ward, Kathryn M. Wilson. Chelpital.
P.
Campbell, Brett A. Casper, Smith Robert Canning, Robert cie K. Winchester and Chloe
The baby weighed 7 pounds 14 ounces and measured 20
Catherine 0. Claywell, Charles Cignoni. Anna E Dawson, Ian Elizabeth Zimmerer
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Misty Roberts.
Maternal grandparents ate Kenneth 'and Mary Roberts of
Paris, Tenn.
frdowShoPPes of Mot
urra
Paternal grandparents are Brenda Thorn and the late Joel
Thorn of Almo. A paternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Erma
Lee Wilson of Murray.

Ladies of Sullivans

Bradford named on dean's list

BirthAnnouncements

Lillie Marie Thorn

hares

Samantha Van Mullins

Mr. and Mrs. Chad Mullins of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Samantha Van Mullins, born on Wednesday, June 8.
2005, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The mother is the former Tina Johnson. A sister is Kennedy
Layne Mullins.
Maternal grandparents are Gary and Shelia Johnson of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are Larry and Betty Mullins of Westerville, Ohio.
Maternal great-grandparents are Lamar and Corine Johnson
of Louisville.
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All As and Bs
Kenny Baldwin, Justin E.
Blodgett, Audrey D. Casey,
Devin A. Cohoon. Tyler J. Cooper, Cassidy V. Copeland, Kelsey
L Daniel. William G. Doran,
Brock C. Downey, Allison G
Doyle, Wesley J. Futrell, Morgan E. Graham, Matthew Isaac
Hines, Will H. Hudson,
Michael G. Hyatt, Knsten B.
McReynolds, Thomas Jordan
Morrison. Alexandra N. Nance,
Zachary C. Newsome, Andrew
S. Pie, Matthew W. Ray, Sarah
K. Stevens, Jacob R. Thiede,
Samantha K. Tinsley, Brandon
David Watkins and Christopher
A Zimmerman.
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Alex M. Adams, Ali Adams,
Jacob D. Bell, Shelby Blalock,
Zachary Charles Buck, Anne
R. Ferguson, Patrick G. Hughes, Cole T. Hurt, Nolan M.
Jackson, David 0. Kuykendall,
Holly H. Oatman, Rebecca V.
Raj, Sydney A. Smith. James
Keaton
Tate,
Grace
H.
Wellinghurst and Jessica M.
Whybark.
All As and Bs
Grant T. Adams, Eric Tyler
Alvey, Dana R. Arneson, Tricia
L. Balash, Madelyn E. Basiak,
Adam D. Brooks, Nicolas P.
Burnett, Kaitlyn J. Carpenter,
Charlton Baxter Claywell, Molly
D. Cox. Mareisha Y. Curry, Jeffrey B. Darnall, Jeffrey Robert
Day, Leah Lynne Dieleman,
Abby C. Dowdy, Alyssa F.
Erickson, Bnttany Nicole Foutch.
Erica L. Gallagher, Robert J.
Garland, Rebecca C. Garth,
Sarah E. Garth, Adderley K. Gritfo, Christian D. Hayes. Stephen
J. Hjerpe. Emilee A. James.
Roman Anthony Kelly. Jessica
J. Lee. Kallie S. Linzy.
Sudan Naveen Loganathan,
Katie A. McAllister. April Y.
McCreary. Shaelea D. McKinney, Sarah K. McNutt, Nathan
Jeffrey Mullins, Adam M. Peebles, Courtney B. Perry, Claire
H. Pitman, Robert C. Puckett.
Betsy D. Runnels. Brooke L. Salley. Rebecca Renee Scott,
Chastin C. Sheppard. Lance
M. Sirls, Joseph C. Smith. Tyler
E. Spann, Lynley A. Sullivan,
John E. Therrell, Jordan Alana
Thompson, Alexandra A. VanSickle, Robert Matthew Vinson.
Nathan James Watson, Hayley
Elizabeth Wright and Scott H.
York
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
www.morrayledger.com

MT. JULIET, Tenn. — "The Wild Musical World of Jim
Moore" an award-winning children's show, is scheduled for a
performance at the Calloway County Public Library Monday at
10 a.m. The performance is in conjunction with the library's 2005
Summer Reading Program.
Jim Moore is the founder and center stage attraction of The
Animal Band, one of North America's most endearing family,
entertainment acts. His career spans over 15 years and includes
multiple awards for his trademark positive message musid
including Children's Music Recording of the Year. He is the first
recipient of the prestigious Media & Entertainment Excellence
Award (presented by members of Congress - 2004).
Moore is also the author of "The All Animal Band," a best
selling children's book that was inspired by his hit song "All
Animal Band." In 2004 Moore starred in the children's film "The
Animal Band - Imagination Dance" that screened in movie theaters throughout the country. The unique film was the first of its
kind featuring audience participation at the movies and is now
one of the most popular children's videos in North America,
available in DVD and VHS in libraries and retail stores.
For information contact the library at 753-2288.
AP Photo
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asked
Naudia Jones
Edward Mawere, 13. in his Our Time in 2001. The response
should shorten her speech. one
of the longest in the show. It was first year with the company, also was enthusiastic.
Our Time -has created a
taking her so long to get it out loves acting and wants to pursue
Day Shipc,.
that she feared the audience the craft. "Just because I stutter, vehicle that allows adolescents • We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same
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would not shorten her speech. "I covered that she has a knack
decided I don't care if I stutter. with words. The company has
It's just me and I'm going to do asked her to write a one-act play
next season.
it." she said.
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By CAMERON BLOCH
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK AP) — Naudia
Jones struggled to say her lines.
Her mouth quivered with the
effort, until finally the words
burst forth.
"Freedom means to me the
chance to express ),ourself complete:IN.- the 7-ear-old said as
she rehearsed a musical play.
N.% ritten hy the r oung players of
the Our Time Theatre Company.
Her goal is shared by the
other adolescents of Our Time.
v. here stutterers write and perform their WA n productions.
Their greatest w ish is something
that most teens take for granted
-- a ChaIlLT to express themse',es.
"When I as their age. I was
terrified of stuttering and terrified of anybod finding. out.said Taro Alexander the 32-yearold founder and artistic director
of Our Time. who has lived with
his own stuttering since he was
5. Ox er time, he discovered that
acting helped him subdue his
fear. gi% tug him a confidence he
shares with the stuttering
teenagers.
Alexander. his head shaved.
often w cars a T-shirt emblaith the company's
/oiled
motto: "Our Time, an artistic
home for people who stutter.lie usuallx greets the teens with
a hug. Sometimes, he perches on
a chair like a wise bird, listening
ss ith great patience when one of
his charges struggles to explain
a problem.
The group's latest production
w as -New Beginning." which
had a four-show run in May-. On
opening night. the plar proceeded w ith few snags. While the
actors stuttered occasionally,
the spoke their lines about freedom. leadership. justice and forgi>eness. And the audience listened.
With her beautiful > oice and
flawless singing. Jones was a
knockout.
In July. 10 of the teens will
perform an abbreviated,ie.ision
• of their show at ty' tortTeTtm.
Friends-The
by
sponsored
Association of Young People
Who Stutter in Cleveland. and
several of the group will sing
songs from the show at the
National Stutterers Association
conference in Chicago.
Meanwhile. Alexander will
begin interviewing a new crop
of kids this summer who will
begin work on a new production
in September.
It was last September when
the current troupe met for the
first time to create "New
Beginning.Early meetings focused on
making an outline for the play. a
reality show about a group of
earthlings who travel to a new
planet to begin a new life. By
January. the playwrights had
created their own roles from a
series of improvised dialogues.
The characters included a former president, a soldier, police
officer, a rich man, a mother and
son, an alcoholic, a youth

'Animal Band'show
star to perform at
Calloway library
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The Going Out Of Business Sale at Finley's Jewelers ended
Saturday, but frankly we were surprised by the huge
selection that still remains. That is why, we are making
one final offer at Finley's Jewelers. We are conducting a
Diamond & Jewelry Disposal and No Reasonable Offer Will
Be Refi4ed. Nothing will be held back. You will rind
incredible values on our large selection of fine Diamonds,
14k Gold, Precious Gems and more. Everyone at Finley's
Jewelers would like to thank you for your years of
patronage and look forward to seeing you during our final
days here at our store in downtown Murray.

with how hard your money is working for you, talk to Mark
Vinson at Heritage Solutions. He can help you understand the
balance between risk and potential investment return. He knows
you want higher returns but don't want to spend your time
worrying about your investments. Let Mark
show you how an AIG• Bonus Tax-Deferred
Annuity, while not FDIC insured, might
help you earn more investment income
with a level of risk that won't leave you questioning your
decision. • CALL MARK TODAY AT 270-753-9034.
401K AND IRA ROLLOVERS WELCOME

Special Last Minute Store wide Savings
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MURRAY LEGION POST 73

Murray forms first Legion team in 25

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the first summer in at least 25 years
,
Murray and Calloway County is field
ing an
American Legion baseball team.
Sixteen players ages 14-16 — comprised
solely of student-athletes from Murr
ay and
Calloway County high schools —
have
merged to form a Murray Post 73 Junio
r
Legion squad.
Post 73 head coach Kevin Lamb, the former coach of the Murray Mud Dogs USSS
A
summer travel team, said bringing Amer
ican
Legion baseball back to Murray and
AP Photo
Toronto's Orlando Hudson (right)
is congratulated by
teammate Russ Adams after his
two-run homer during
second-inning interleague action
against the Cardinals in
Toronto on Wednesday.

11111111111115ST UNE2

Cardinals are
left out again
St Louis struggles
against Toronto's
southpaw,Lilly

TORONTO (AP) — Blue
Jays manager John Gibbons has
practically made it his mantra:
Ted Lilly has to have a good season if Toronto is going to contend in the AL East.
Lilly finally lived up to the
expectations Wednesday night,
pitching seven scoreless innings
in a 5-2 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals.
"If we're going to have a
solid year he's got to come
through for us. That's no secret,"
Gibbons said. "Hopefully, he
finishes strong. He's off to a
slow start."
Facing the Cardinals for the
first time, Lilly (4-7) allowed
just four singles and lowered his
ERA to 6.48. He had lost his

three previous starts.
The 28-year-old left-hander
struck out six and walked three
for his first win since May 25
versus Boston.
"It's going to take more than
just me for our team to contend
for this division, there's going to
have to be a few of us that have
to step up, and definitely myself
included," Lilly said. "I understand that and I want that. It's
kind of nice being at this point in
the year, and knowing that I still
have a chance to help us contend
for the division, especially given
the fact that we've haven't
played well of late and I haven't
pitched well."
Orlando Hudson homered for
the Blue Jays, who moved back
to .500(33-33) by taking two of
three &am NL Central-leading
St. Louis. In a series dominated
by pitching, Toronto ace Roy
Halladay shut out St. Louis on

•See CARDS Page 2B

U.S. OPEN

Rough stuff aplenty
at Pinehurst
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) -- stalked off the green
at a tournaAgronomists call the grass ment last week
in protest of
lifway II Bermuda. Those play- playing partn
er Ben Crane's
ing this week at the U.S. Open slow play, was
given the first
will probably refer to it in less starting time
of the day — 7 a.m.
formal terms.
off No. I. He knocked the ball
The green, spongy rough is down the middle
to open the
growing quite well, thank you, tournament
on what was shapthis week at Pinehurst No. 2, ing up as anoth
er dry, hot day.
giving any shot that lands even Tiger Woods
had a 7:44 a.m. tee
an inch off the narrow fairways time off the
back. Phil
the prospect of becoming a Mickelson was
scheduled for
major reclamation project.
12:48 p.m. Defending champion
"The longest first cut I've Retief Goosen
had a 7:55 a.m.
ever seen," Fred Funk said of tee time.
the areas just off the fairway.
Last year, the U.S. Open
"And the primary rough: It's turned into somet
hing of a debachip-out rough."
cle when Shinnecock Hills
Before they chip out, though, turned so windy
and dry that not
they'll have to find the ball.
a single player could break par
During practice Wednesday, on Sunday.
shots that skittered into the thick
Pinehurst has a much better
stuff fell so far down into the reputation, based
largely on a
grass, they couldn't be seen by successful tourn
ament in 1999.
people standing two paces away. But much of that
week was cool
So difficult were the conditions and cloudy. This
week has seen
that marshals had to plant red temperatures stead
ily in the 90s
flags at the spot where the balls with no rain, and
another 90were landing, lest the players degree day expec
ted for the
lose track of their errant tee opening round.
shots during their 250-yard walk
"If you're not careful, you
to the next shot.
can make bogeys on every hole
The conditions were making with good shots,"
Vijay Singh
the players nervous as they said. "It's very
fair at the
approached the start of play moment, but it's very,
very diffiThursday. Rory Sabbatini, who cult."
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AP Photo

This is an aerial view of the 17th hole of the No.
2 course
at tha Pinehurst Resort and Country Club in
Pinehurst,
N.C.

years

Calloway County was important to
local
desire to keep local players from hi:Ri
fans.
ng to
leave their hometown to play summ
er ball.
"Murray has a rich baseball tradition,
and
"Mos
t of these kids have been going
it only seemed natural to have an Amer
to
ican Calvert City or other place
s to play their
Legion team here," said Lamb. "They
(the summer ball," he noted. "The
re were severlocal American Legion post) have
had a al people around here who
thought that was
turnover in leadership, and they were
inter- ridiculous. There was no
reason why we
ested in putting their name on somet
hing shouldn't have our own team.
"
like this.
Tryouts earlier this year whittled the
"Hopefully, we can start a tradition of our
roster to 16 players — an even distri
own and keep Legion baseball in Murr
bution of
ay for players from both local high
schools.
a long time."
Calloway County High School playe
According to Lamb, the idea to field
rs on
a
Legion team spurned, at least in part,
from a •See LEG
ION Page 2B

KENTUCKY vs. TENNESSEE ALL-STAR GAME

Book Ends

Tim Masthay and Cory Zirbel close the fin
al chapter in their
high school football careers Friday at Pa
pa John's Stadium
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer

if you asked me two
Their story reads like a if
years ago I'd be playbook.
The beginning chapter is ing this weekend, I would have
that of two kids from different looked at you and wondered
walks of life, finding a com- what you were talking about.
mon bond and becoming It's an honor to be here,
and I
friends for life.
think I owe a lot of that
In the middle is all the hard to him.
work, sweat, blood and tears.
The thrill of victory and the
— Tim Masthay
agony of defeat.
on his relationship with
They've laughed together
friend and teammate
and cried together, all the
while doing the one thing in
Cory Zirbel
life that meant the most to
relationship with Zirbel.
them.
"I've learned a lot from
The climax is the culmination of hot summer days that him," Masthay said. "If you
asked me two years ago I'd be
lead to cool autumn nights.
Early morning workouts playing this weekend, I would
parlayed into dog-day after- have looked as you and wonnoons of full contact, count- dered what you were talking
less hours of watching video about. It's an honor to be here,
tape and going through rolls of and I think I owe a lot of that
gauze and tape just to subside to him,
"It'll be fun, different —
the pain that comes with bruises and sprains, trying desper- but fun. It'll be a whole lot betately to reach the pinnacle of ter if we win."
After this weekend, howevthe dream that is shared with
many in the commonwealth — er. Masthay and Zirbel will
chance to play at Papa John's part ways for a while. Masthay
Stadium for a state football will head to the University of
Kentucky for football and
championship.
Zirbe
l will take off for
The conclusion is a bitterMichigan, where he'll play
sweet ending, however.
The one place in Kentucky football for the Wolverines this
that eluded two all-state foot- fall.
For the past week, Masthay
ball players at Murray High
School will be the one place and Zirbel have been in
where Tim Masthay and Cory Lexington (the original site of
Zirbel close the final chapter this year's all-star game, but
on stellar high school careers. renovations to Commonwealth
For them, it will be one last Stadium forced the move to
dance under the Friday Night Louisville) working through
Lights, as the two will be a three-a-day practices that lasted eight hours a day.
part of the
KentuckyToday, the Kentucky team
Tennessee All-Star Game in
will move its practices to Papa
Louisville on Friday evening.
"I wouldn't want to go out John's Stadium. The contest is
any other way than playing my scheduled for a 6 p.m.(CST)
last high school football game kickoff.
The Kentucky All-Stars are
with Tim," Zirbel said. "We've
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger file photo
been the best of friends since coached by Mason County's Cory Zirbel, who will attend and play football
for
he moved here. One last game David Buchanon, while the University of Michigan this fall, will play
alon
gsid
e
Tenne
ssee squad will be led by longtime frien
together would be the ultimate
d and teammate Tim Masthay one
last
Dyers
burg
High
Schoo
l head time for the Kentucky
in our career(s)."
All-Stars when they take on
Masthay didn't mince any coach James Counce, a Tennessee Friday
night
.
Murr
ay
State
Unive
rsity gradwords when asked about his
uate who formerly served as head coach at
Henry County against the best from
the
High School in Paris, Tenn.
Volunteer state.
Misthay and Zirbel have
"No, not at all," Zirbel said
not seen the gridiron since a when asked
if he was going to
lkov. 12 loss to Hancock have butterflies.
"I've been to
County in the second round of several camps,
including those
the Kentucky High School with full-c
ontact, and I've
Athletic Association Class A seen the bestof-the-best. I've
Playoffs, which has given the been going
up against two Alltwo a chance to "shake off American
defensive lineman
some rust," according to this week,
and we've got the
Masthay.
top-40 players in the state.
Masthay will be involved in Everyone is the
best at what
all kicking aspects for the they do, and
it won't be any
Kentucky team, manning the different Frida
y night."
field goal, kickoff and punt
Zirbel has called this
units.
week's workout and instrucIn 2004, Masthay made tion period "ama
zing," adding
good on 6-of-7 field goal it has been a
fun four days so
attempts and was 35-of-31 on far.
PATs for the Tigers. He also
Masthay just stated the
had 24 punts, which averaged obvious,
38 yards per attempt.
-Oh. bragging rights are
Zirbel will assume his posi- definitely on
the line. It's
tion as an offensive lineman. Kentucky
versus Tennessee.
He said that he expects a enough said.
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger file photo crowd of 15,000 to witness the
showdown between the boardMurray High School graduate Tim Masthay,
who played
ing states.
both receiver and operated all kicking duti
es for the
Despite the increa.se interest
Tigers last fall, will be the primary kicker and
punter for from a crowd that expec
ts to
the Kentucky All-Stars Friday night in the gam
e against be pro-Kentucky. Zirbel isn't
Tennessee at Papa John's Stadium
nervous about going up
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Starters
carrying load
for Omahabound Gators
GAINESVILLE, Ha. (AP)
— Florida's bullpen has been
relatively quiet during the
NCAA tournament.
Alan Horne, Tommy Boss
and Bryan Ball are the reasons
why.
The three starters are a combined 5-0 with a 2.70 ERA in the
tournament, giving the Gators
(45-20) several strong outings
and bounding confidence as
they return to the College World
Series for the first time since
1998.
Horne, Boss and Ball also
have worked 40 of 45 innings in
the five games.
"You couldn't ask for anything more from our starters,"
outfielder JetT Corsaletti said.
"They're going six or seven
innings each game and keeping
teams in check. Without them
doing that, we wouldn't be
where we are right now."
Florida begins play in
Omaha, Neb., on Friday against
Southeastern Conference rival
Tennessee (46-19), with Arizona
State and Nebraska also on the
same side of the eight-team
bracket. The Gators, making
their fifth trip to the College
World Series, are seeking their
first national championship.
The starters could be key in
making that happen.
Home, who will take the
mound Friday against the
Volunteers, secured victories in
both NCAA tournament rounds.
He gave up four hits and two
runs in seven innings to eliminate Notre Dame in the regional,
then battled through 8 1-3
innings to beat Florida State in
the super regional.

RACER GOLF CAMP
Sponsored By

C!!P

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Todd Thomas, kneeling, gives instruction to Brandon Story Wednesday at the Murray
Carver
State Golf Camp at Miller Memorial Golf Course. Behind Thomas are campers
Lawson (left) and Brendan Nelson.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger &

Times photo

Jordyn Menage chips
practice
the
onto
green Wednesday at
the Murray State golf
camp as former Lady
Racer Nikki Orazine
looks on. The camp
concludes on Friday

Spurs, Pistons ready to roll in cruical Game 4

We did have fun though. the
music was continuous, the rain
passed, the ladies still glowed
and beverages flowed. The food
was great.
The quiet days and evenings of
the week are being enjoyed by
golfers,
boaters,
bikers,
pirates
This Friday evening. June 17,
from 400 to 9:00 p.m., Tim
Lynch and Fire, will perform for
the dinner crowd. On deck
Saturday afternoon, June 18, will
be Nightfish, with Bamicle Bill,
Angela, and Kevin Wolf. Sunday
afternoon, June 19. Deuce, featuring Kyle Burgess will rock the
dock.
Navigating past the Junction
Buoy, heading through the Big
Sandy to Eagle Creek, home
port is seen in the distance.
With these memories and
expectations. I'm smiling wide.
Life is good.
See ya Dockside.

Eagle Nest
Marina and
Dockside
Restaurant & Bar.
Ihructiiiii,Irian Thirrio: Liki•

IIa%. 121 S.. turn rieht um.
1N%.
turn fat at
I ake
Kirk'' Irarling hist. 1!.ii I 2 Milt

Phone: 731-642,6192
‘‘.caglencslitiarina.ci•ni

National Lewis Stendirtge
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
39 27 591
Washington
3
36 30.545
Philadelphia
33 30.524 4 1/2
Flonda
33 32.508 5 1/2
Atlanta
32 33 492 6 1/2
New York
Central Dhlsion
L Pct GB
W
—
41 24.631
St. Louis
531 61/2
30
34
Chicago
10
30 33.476
Pittsburgh
12
29 36.446
Milwaukee
26 38 40614 1/2
Houston
15
26 39.400
Cincinnat.
West Division
L Pet GB
W
36 29.554
San Diego
2
35 32.522
Arizona
33 31 516 2 12
Los Angeles
9
26 37 413
San Francisco
14
21 42 333
Colorado
Wednesday's Games
Flonda 15, Chicago Cubs 5
Texas 9. Atlanta 5
Boston 6, Cincinnati 1
Detroit 8, San Diego 2
Baltimore 5. Houston 1
Cleveland 7, Colorado 6, 11 innings
NY. Yankees 7. Pittsburgh 5, 10
innings
Toronto 5. St, Louis 2
Tampa Bay 5, Milwaukee 3
Chicago White Sox 12, Anzona 6
San Francisco 8, Minnesota 4
Kansas City 3, L.A. Dodgers 1
Oakland 3. N.Y. Mots 2 Seattle 5, Philadelphia 1
Washington 1, L.A. Angels 0
Thursday's Games
San Diego (W.Williams 2-4) at Detroit
(Bonderman 7-4), 12:05 p.m.
N Y Mets (Benson 4-2) at Oakland
(Glynn 0-2), 2:35 p.m
Colorado (Jam.Wnght 4-51 at Cleveland
(Millwood 1-4), 6:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh (01.Perez 5-4) at N.Y.
Yankees (R.Johnson 6-51, 6:05 p m
Atlanta (Srnoltz 5-5) at Cincinnati
(Claussen 3-3), 6:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Tomko 5-8) at
Minnesota (mays 3-2), 7:10 P.m
L.A. Dodgers (Lowe 5-6) at Kansas City
(Greinke 1-7), 710 p.m
Philadelphia (Myers 5-3) at Seattle
(Pineiro 2-3), 905 pm

American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
39 26 600
Baltimore
3
36 29554
Boston
33 33500 6 1/2
Toronto
32 32 500 6 1/2
New York
23 43 34816 1/2
Tampa Bay
Division
CAntral
L Pet GB
W
—
43 22 662
Chicago
5
37 26.587
Minnesota
9
33 30.524
Cleveland
30 32484111/2
Detroit
23 41 35919 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
37 28 569
Los Angeles
1 1/2
29.547
35
Texas
28 35 444
Seattle
27 37 422 91/2
Oakland

Wednesday's Games
Texas 9, Atlanta 5
Boston 6, Cincinnati 1
Detroit 8, San Diego 2
Baltimore 5. Houston 1
Cleveland 7. Colorado 6. 11 innings
N.Y. Yankees 7, Pittsburgh 5. 10
innings
Toronto 5. St Louis 2
Tampa Bay 5, Milwaukee 3
Chicago White Sox 12, Arizona 6
San Francisco 8, Minnesota 4
Kansas City 3, L A. Dodgers 1
Oakland 3, N.Y Mets 2
Seattle 5, Philadelphia 1
Washington 1, L.A. Angels 0
Thursday's Genies
San Diego(W Williams 2-4) at Detroit
(Bonderrnan 7-4), 12:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mots (Benson 4-2) at Oakland
(Glynn 0-2), 235 p.m
Cotorack,(Jam Wright 4-5) at Cleveland
(Millwood 1-4). 6•05 p.m.
Pittsburgh 104 Perez 5-4) at N.Y.
Yankees (R.Johnson 6-5), 6:05 p.m
San Francisco (Tomko 5-8) at
Minnesota (Mays 3-2), 7:10 p.m
L.A. Dodgers (Lowe 5-6) at Kansas City
(Greinke 1-7), 7:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Myers 5-3) at Seattle
(Pinar° 2-3). 905 p.m.

SportsBriefs

by Bany Raid

Through all kinds of weather,
there have been friends meeting
there, sharing smiles, pirate stoin sunries, fish stories
shine, dancing on the dock or
during rainstorms where it's
shoulder to shoulder under the
Tiki Bar, as was this past
Saturday. with Barnicle Bill,
Angela and Nightfish under
there, unable to plug in because
of rain or the threat of it and
Sunday. when John Sutton
came aboard to the pouring rain.

753-8355

David King 901 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Delights at
every corner....

Heading south, from down river
north, with both engines humming and gauges reading right,
jooking starboard. I pass Blood
River. then Panther Island. Next
comes the bend in the river with
Cypress Creek ahead and the
Ned Ray McWherter Bndge in
sight. I again reflect on the past
week. Dockside.

The Insurance
Center of Murray

The way Billups sees it, the series has just
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) — If you've
thought the NBA Finals were a bit of a snooze so begun.
"We try not to put too much on one game, but
far, Chauncey Billups says it's time to wake up.
hard not to, in this situation," said Billups, who
it's
defense,
stout
of
games
tepid
After three fairly
20 points and seven assists in Game 3. "We
had
inept offense and good behavior, there are big
we need this one, because being down 3-1
know
stakes for Game 4 on Thursday night. The San would be tough. And they know they need it too,
Antonio Spurs are hoping to blow open the series because they don't want to lose back-to-backs and
with a comeback victory, while the Detroit Pistons start to hear our footsteps."
will attempt to tie it at two games apiece.
The first three games followed roughly the
After three games of clutching, hacking and same script. Detroit and San Antonio both strugheavy contact between the league's top two defen- gled against the other's defense for most of the
sive teams, some healthy distaste has built up — first three quarters before the home team pulled
and as always, Detroit's fans will be ready to roar away to a comfortable win, with little drama and
for their defending champions in their biggest few memorable plays. Each game was decided by
at least 15 points — a first in NBA Finals history.
game of the season.

III Cards ...
From Page 1B
Monday night and Cardinals
star Chris Carpenter pitched a
one-hitter on Tuesday.
"It was a pitchers game in all
three," St. Louis designated hitter Larry Walker said. "I guess if

we played another one, it would
be a 2-2 series with some kind of
pitching duel for us."
Walker said their offense is
not slumping.
"I think you ti i your hat to

what Mr. Lilly did out there. His
ball was moving pretty good and
he threw it where he wanted to,"
Walker said. "He really kept us
all off-balance. We really had
some ugly swings."
Gibbons didn't allow Lilly to
come out for the eighth, electing
instead to bring in Vinnie Chuck
who gave up consecutive singles
to Mark Grudzielanek and So
Taguchi before Albert Pujols hit
an RBI single. Left-hander Scott
Schoeneweis relieved and
walked Walker, the only batter
he faced.
Reggie Sanders followed
with an RBI single to right off
Jason Frasor, cutting Toronto's
lead to 5-2. But Frasor escaped
the bases loaded jam by getting
Scott Seabol to hit into an
inning-ending double play.
Miguel Batista pitched the
ninth for his 12th save in 13
chances.
St. Louis center fielder Jim
Edmonds didn't play for the
third straight game because of
bruised left ribs and is day-today.
Cardinals starter Jason
Marquis(8-4) won his three previous starts, but he allowed five
runs on eight hits in five innings
against the Blue Jays.
Toronto rookie Aaron Hill
singled in the second and scored
on Hudson's homer to left. Russ
Adams followed with a single,
stole second and scored on Alex
Rios' RBI single.

•New Murray High head football coach Lee Edwards will hold a
camp for local youth June 20-23. The camp will be broken into two sessions. The first session, for grades K-3, will be held June 20 and 21,
while the camp for grades 4-8 will be June 22 and 23.
The cost of the camp is $15 per participant. Financial aid is available
as needed. Registration will be held on the first day of each camp.
beginning at 8:30 a.m. For more information, contact Edwards at 7538256.
•Murray State head baseball coach Rob McDonald will be holding
an exposure camp on July 21 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The camp is an
opportunity for high school players to showcase thief skills to college
coaches. A fee of $75 will be charged to those who register. For more
information, call McDonald at 762-4892.

•The Thoroughbred baseball team will hold a pitchers and catchers
camp Fnday from 9 a.m. to noon. Kids from 8-years-old to high school
are allowed to attend. A fee of $25 will be charged. For more information, call Rob McDonald at 762-4892.
111 The Mayfield-Graves County Baseball-Softball Association is now
accepting registrations for its fall baseball and slow-pitch softball
leagues.
Registration forms can be obtained at the main concession stand at
the ballpark on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings during June,
or through an e-mail request to baseballmayfield@yahoo.com.
Registration forms may be returned by mail or dropped off at the
conession stand when it is open. A fee must be submitted with the form.
The registration fee is $25 per child for those with a paid registration
in the Mayfield spring/summer league. A fee of $35 will be charged to
those who did not play in the spring-summer league. or for those who
played without approved non-payment.
Provided registration is sufficient, the list of leagues will include: tball, 6-under. 8-under, 10-under, 12-under and 16-under. Coaches may
register an entire team.
The fall league will begin on Saturday, Aug. 13 and will continue each
Saturday for six weeks, except for Labor Day weekend. Play will conclude no later than Oct. 1.
All registrations must be received by July 26. For more information,
call 658-3383 or 674-5880.

II Legion ...
From Page 1B
the roster include Wes Adams,
Seth Asher, Jacob Burks, Wes
Burris, Chase Chrisman, Wes
Neal, Josh Reynolds and Logan
Seay.
The other half of the team
features Murray High players
Bradley Cobb, Adam Heskett,
Shawn
Holzschuh,
Tyler
McClure, Casey Parker-Bell,
Tim Tracy, Matt Vinson and
Chess Volp.
"There's a good mixture of
players on this team," explained
Lamb, whose assistant coaches
include Allen Gibbs and siblings
Justin and Josh Garland."We've
got a lot of speed, we've got
some power hitters and we're
very deep in pitching.
"I've coached all of these
boys at one time or another, so I
know what I can expect out of
them and they know what to
expect out of me. ... We should
have a real solid team."
Positions have yet to be
claimed and roles are still undefined since the team had practiced only three times as of
Tuesday and has played just
three games so far, posting a 2-1
record in the West Kentucky
Invitational Tournament, held
last weekend at parks in Murray
and Mayfield.

"We haven't had a chance to
practice or play very much, but
we've got a lot of skilled kids
who can play multiple positions," said Lamb. "They're all
very versatile."
Noting that the squad's
schedule is still incomplete,
Lamb has been working the
phones to set up games with
other area American Legion
teams.
"We're working on getting a
schedule together that will allow
us to play through June and
July," he said. "Hopefully, we'll
get in about 40 to 50 games."

TV, radio
GOLF
2 p.m.
NBC — USGA, U S Open, first round,
at Pinahurat. N.C.
TOC — LPGA, Rochester LPGA, first
round, at Pittsford, N.Y.
4 p.m.
ESPN — USGA, U.S. Open, first
round, pail 2, at Pinehurst. N.C.

NSA
II p.m.
ABC — Playoffs. finals. gam 4. Son

Antonio at Detroit
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EPA sets new rules for cleaner air
in parks and wilderness areas
WASHINGTON (AP) —
New regulations intended to
improve the air in national parks
and wilderness areas will
require hundreds of power
plants, steel mills and similar
facilities to cut pollution by a
billion tons a year.
Environmental
The
issued
rules
Protections
Wednesday directs state officials
to specify what plants will have
to make the cuts and by how
much.
"States are now required to
go out and identify these facili-

ties and then determine what the areas. States will now have to
best available retrofit technolo- submit new plans by December
gy is," said Jeff Holmstead, head 2007 on how they plan to do it.
The biggest impacts will be
of air quality for the EPA. "We
don't expect that any states will in the Great Smoky Mountains
and other parks in the Southeast
fail to do this."
As part of a 2003 court settle- and in Western parks such as
ment with an environmental Yellowstone and the Grand
York-based Canyon. Haze is produced mainNew
group,
Environmental Defense, the ly by nitrates and sulfates that
EPA agreed to have states scatter and absorb light in the
impose limits on air pollution, atmosphere.
Holrnstead said that beginoften from sources hundreds of
miles away, to reduce haze and ning in 2014, industrial facilities
visibility problems it 156 will have to cut I million tons of
national parks and wilderness pollution a year.

'Mower'Is Better

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Not all of the retiring faculty and staff members from Calloway County Schools for
the 2004-05 school year were able to be present for Tuesday night's board meeting,
but those who could were honored for their accomplishments. Shown are, from left,
Wilda Purdom (Calloway County Middle School); Rita Price (North Calloway
Elementary); Margaret Gibson (East Calloway Elementary); Beverly Galloway
(North); Joe Stonecipher (Calloway County High School) and Nancy Lovett (North).

CPR course offered Saturday

ness and industry emergency response teams,
Special to the Ledger
leaders, Emergency Medical Technicians,
camp
Red
of
American
The Calloway County chapter
Cross is offering its CPR for the professional res- firefighters, first responders and law enforcement
cuer course Saturday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the personnel.
Interested participants are asked to pre-register
Weaks Community Center.
'The course is for people with responsibilities at the Red Cross office at 607 Poplar St. prior to
for delivering emergency care or ensuring public the class. The course fee is $50 and includes all
safety. Some of these roles include lifeguards, books and materials.
Call 753-1421 for more information.
health care professionals, athletic trainers, busi-

Web site offers child abduction info
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vehicle goes by, he or she can
ipating schools.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
now
spot it."
finana
offered
are
Schools
Writer
Press
Associated
Another advantage is the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — cial incentive to participate by
entrepreneur providing photos of enrolled ANNA system will enable
Kentucky
A
launched a Web site Wednesday children, informing parents of police to immediately print
for parents to enter information the program and offering access posters showing a missing
that police can use if the to computers if parents don't child's picture that can be spread
unthinkable occurred and their have home computers. Schools throughout an area, he said.
Scobee said she may stay
where at least half the students
children were abducted.
through
Parents can enter physical are enrolled will receive a per- involved in the program at the
Newport
in
work
her
fees
enrollment
the
of
centage
descriptions of their youngsters,
Center, a nonprofit
along with photograp1A,h116111b "ebiletied- from participating Brighton
organization that helps underNetwork families, Hawkins said.
National
Amber
Also, police can insert infor- privileged families in northern
Alliance, or ANNA system. The
into the databank that Kentucky. The center was an
mation
Elizabethtown-based network
spring.
would let police quickly tap into could be vital in a child-abduc- ANNA test spot this
Scobee said she hopes the
the vital information in the tion case. For example, accounts
becomes a
search for a kidnapped or miss- of a suspected getaway vehicle Brighton Center
enroll in
can
parents
where
place
could be entered.
ing child.
other staff
said
She
ANNA.
that,"
of
impact
the
of
"Think
said
Scobee
Lori
Newport,
In
center signed up
the network was tested at her Hawkins said. "When an officer members at the
Wednesday.
workplace. She was sold on the is running traffic duty and that their children
system's potential value and
registered her two young daughters Wednesday.
ALLIED
"It gives you peace of mind
HOME MORTGAGE
to know that if you're ever in
don't
you
situation,
terrible
that
CAPITAL CORPORATION
have to rely on your own ability
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
to gather a recent photograph
height
child's
your
know
and to
• Been told "us" by others? Give us a call or cone by our office!
and weight," she said by phone.
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
"It's all there, and it can be
to your hose purchase or refinance.
accessed quickly. and you can
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
save the time that it takes for a
200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
police officer to gather that
information."
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
Lyle Hawkins, chief executive officer of Amber National
Network Alliance, said time is
crucial following child abductions.
He cited federal Department
of Justice statistics indicating
that nearly three-quarters of
children who are abducted and
murdered are killed within the
first three hours.
Thus the ANNA system's
theme: "Saving Time, Saving
Lives."
Hawkins said he hopes the
network catches on nationally.
Capt. Lisa Rudzinski, a
Kentucky State Police spokeswoman,stopped short of endorsing ANNA. but called it a "supplementary tool" for parents that
could benefit police investigations.
Ask your Shelter Insurances agent if
"Having information at our
will
that
dispatchers' fingertips
you qualifty for our newest discounts.
not require an officer to manually solicit that information could
cut down on the time that it
takes," she said.
Having quick access to a
child's photo is beneficial, she
said, but would not necessarily
speed issuance of an Amber
Alert because of all the criteria
that must be met. An Amber
Jack Romaine
Alert is meant to solicit public
help in finding an abducted
105 N. 12th St.
child.
KY 42071
Murray,
Enrollment in ANNA can be
759-1033
done online. Parents wanting to
participate in the system must
enter the information at least
once yearly but can make
updates as often as they wish.
The annual enrollment fee is
$5 per child; there is no charge
for children who participate in
free school meal programs. The
system has multiple security
features to ensure the information is available only to the chitthen's parents, police and panic-

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo
course set up by
an
obstacle
navigates
Twelve-year-old Gene Dale Paschall
was designed
event
The
y
night.
Wednesda
s
the
fairground
at
4-H
Calloway County
to test the skills of competing drivers on both full-sized tractors and lawn-tractor
mowers by age class. Paschall placed first in the Junior Division of the lawn tractor and tractor competitions while Shane Burkeen placed first in the Senior
Division of both competitions. Nick Alexander got the blue ribbon in the Adult
Division of the lawn tractor competition while Kate Wogiand took first place in the
Adult Division of the tractor competition.
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Monday
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Tuesday
Mon. 5 p.ris.
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Friday
12 p.m.
Saturday

fat

For hirther azaastance with Fair Houma Advert
irquireinents, i.vntact NM l.ciunisel Rene P Walk
703: At‘10011)

Legal
Notice

060
Leal
Nodes

Invitation to Bid
Soft Drink Vending & Concessions
The Murray Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for soft drink vending and concessions. Bids will be accepted until 2:00 P.M.. Friday. July 1. 2005,
at the Board Office. Specifications are on
file at the Murray Board of Education,
Carter Administration Building, 208
South 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071,
and may be picked up during regular
office hours. The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to reject
any and/or all bids.

Nclics

060
Hip Woad

EXPERIENCED
Bindery Operator wanted. $10-12/hr., benefits, medical, vacation,
company matched savInnovative
ings.
Printing, 1623 SR 121
HOMEGROWN
North, Murray, 42071.
(270)753-8802, Ann'
FRUITS
Steve Pratt.
& VEGETABLES
GIRL FRIDAY. Must
COPELAND
know Quicken software, run errands,
ORCHARDS
keep house, 20 hours
Murray
per week. 759-3772
location:
HELPER wanted few
hours weekly. Routine
N. 12th,
work. Good pay. No
Boone
equipment ,. needed. Laundry
1603 Keenland.
270-623-8312 HIRING part time wartstaff. Tues-Sat 4-9PM.
Call for interview.
(270)345-2225
MANAGEMENT opportunity. Must have excellent people skills, good
work ethic and be willing to train people. For
OUTSIDE Inn Daylily consideration, either
Nursery. Open Tues- call Michael Nance
Sat 7AM-6PM. 1,500 270-527-4515 or send
100
to:
different varieties of resume
peonies, Carriage Lane, Benton.
daylilies.
hostas, and perennials. KY 42025
HIRING .
Plant Trade Fair 555 NOW
Magness Rd, Hardin. CARPET Installer or
carpet layer helper,
437-4015. 703-7059
experience preferred.
ii kor% skill., !or Apply in person at Joe
barbecti 111.!. S21)
Smith Carpet, Highway
641N. 753-6660
per large bundle.
PAINTERS needed. At
I 1111114•1% least 5 years residential experience. Call
(
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PART time Store Clerk,
Lost and Found
available for some
weekends, Job ends
JUST give us a call,
Labor Day Weekend.
well be glad to help,
Some boating & fishing
Your loved one well
helpful
knowledge
try to find.
Sportsman's Anchor
'Cause we all have
Marina, Hwy 68 @
Furry or Feathered
Jonathan Creek - call
Friends, Here at the
for application & interLedger & Times.
view 9 to 4 weekdays
only. 270/354-6568
Call 753-1916
PRINTING-BINDERY
060
WORKER. Previous
Hip Wanted
experience helpful. Will
train person with good
ARE you a people per
references. Printing
son? Local motorsports Services, 102 North
seeking
business
4th.
EXPERIENCED salesadvisors
person. Qualified appli- SAFETY
manager
cants can call Wade at $2500 month,
trainee's $3000 month
270-753-8078
Company will train Call
CABLING technicians
M-F gam-lpm only! 1needed. Travel is 800-578-8799
270-227required.
SALES & bookkeeping
0396 or 293-6390
at local decorating cenearn
DANCERS
ter. (270)759-4979
$1.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)534CLEANING houses is
0133 after 5PM
Call
EARLY childcare cen- my business.
Linda H. 759-9553.
ter looking for full time
HOUSECLEANING
and part time help to
work with children ages Good lob, city only
birth through after- 753-0331
Childcare
school
HOUSEKEEPING and
development knowl- errands. Call Linda 0
edge required. Apply at 270-767-0778
109 S. 15th Street. MIRACLES.
Detail
Murray.
and
housecleaning
REALTOR in Paducah. construction clean up.
Benton, or Murray 26 years experience.
area. New office open
References. If Interestwith over $8 million in ed. please call 767listing inventory No 9428
desk rent, excellent
good
a
NEED
pay. sales bonuses. Hesailecleaning? Call
waiting. 753-1016
Customers
293-8738 for interview.

BLUEGRASS Gardens
684
Daylily Farm
Crossland Rd. Murray.
Open Tuesday through
10-6
Saturday
Daylilies $2.50 and up.

BIBLE
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759-5177
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1997 Cavalier 16x84 2,000 sq. ft 12 1'
HBO & 3BR,
FREE
bath. (ByPass) Reasond
2
Showtime.
Appliances, extremely 753-5690
Satellite system up to 4 nice & clean. Delivered
rooms, iree DVR or HD & set up. $20,500.
Available
upgrade. Get the top (270)489-2525
Hay
'Now
60 channels including 2003 3BR, 2 bath
1 bedroom apartment.
local networks for
all
Climate Contro
16x80. Excellent condi- Clean and nice,
$19.99 per mo. plus get tion, all appliances appliances including
&
HBO
8 channels of
included, all electric, w/d. No pets. 270-436of
channels
10
shingled roof. $23,000. 5496
Showtime free for 3 623-8322
1 OR 2pr apts near
months. For more into
3'S
Murray
downtown
OUTS
CLOSE
2005
&
call Beasley Antenna
commodes'prep.br ml
at $200/mo.
starting
and
Singlewides
Satellite 759-0901 or
Doublewides - Buy 753-4109
877-455-0901
VERY large warehouse
save 1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252 NICE 2BR duplex. 753
and
today
HOSPITAL bed & mator shop 7.100 square
7457 or 436-6357
$1,000's WE OWN or 753-0606
tress, $300. Lift recliner THE BANK - Call today
NICE, clean 1BR apt at feet on approximately 3
1,2, & 3BR apts availchair, $400. Jazzy
acres. Office space, 2
at 731-642-6438
University Heights. All
able for immediate
power chair, $1,500. All
bathrooms, equipped
appliances, $325 a
SALE
call
2005
Please
occupancy.
like new. 753-0624
with gas heat, air
month, $325 deposit.
Fleetwood 753-8221.
New
steel hoist
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
hookup,
No
month
lease.
12
3 1BR apt available, all
Doublewide,
beam, great lighting,
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
BEDRM, 2 BATH, appliances furnished. pets. 753-4937, 759Phone wire, all types
excellent location. The
8926, 753-1951
priced to move at
Mur-Cal Realty. 753antennas, scanners,
building is divided and
invoice.
over
$2,005.00
RED OAKS APTS.
4444
XM & Sirius satellite
be leased by seccan
Only $22,695. Come to
Special
tion Call 753-2905 or
1BR furnished apartradios. High quality at
Keith Baker Homes,
Deposit
$100
ment. $225 a month,
low prices Come by
293-8595.
Paris.
1BR From $280
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
$100 deposit. No pets.
1-800(731)644-0012,
2BR From $325
,+80
Next to fairgrounds.
St or call 759-0901
533-3568
Call Today!
Pits & Supp6s
753-3139
Chevrolet
STOCK
753-8668.
3 BEDROOM,2 BATH
1BR Unfurnished Apt.
wheels & tires 15-x8,
pups,
ON 1 ACRE NEAR
CHIHUAHUA
VERY nice 1BR, 1
LECTURER,SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
$265.00, close to cam$100. Window air conLAKE:
KENTUCKY
central H/A, all small, male, $275.
available April Bath,
pus,
ditioner, $150. 293N B. Forrest Park &
appliances with W/D. Shih-Tzu male pups,
LECTURER, School of Agriculture. This position is a
1.No pets. 753-5980
8369, 227-2725
Harmons Creek!!(731)
Great location. 1 year $225. Papillon, $375
non-tenure track position to begin August 2005.
1BR, 1 bath studio, lease, 1 month deposit. $475. (270)382-2831
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in equine studies,
584-9429
iv'
D
DA
T
1
2BR,
$335 month
animal studies, animal science or related field with proNo pets. 753-2905.
DOG Obedience.
'93 Gateway mobile
TOP SOIL
bath, washer & dryer,
fessional equine experience required. Master's degree
Master Trainer,
home. 14x60, 2BR.
Best the county has
$410 month 753-7559
preferred. Hunt seat and stock seat riding instruction is
436-2858.
cathedral ceiling See
horses.
of
showing
and
training
with
along
required
Call Terrell 'Tidwell
Fox Meadows. 1BR, 1 bath, washer &
A-5
at
Welch
PEMBROKE
collegiate
the
at
experience
Teaching and coaching
dryer, $325 month.
753-9075
270-753-2769
,+ mhite,
Corgis. red and !
level is preferred. Responsibilities: Primary responsi_,753-7559
,
2..beilatieda4Nal6with
and
shots
FURNISHED didplay
AKC.
bilities remote maching courses in.bssi,imennodiase
Residential 1BR-4BR apartments. large'den, tk1foom. wormed. 8 weeks old
home.
and advanced levels of horsemanship and equitation;
satfn wedding
mint
assess student learning; serve as a coach and advisor
appeal inside and out. Ask about move in free and kitchen. 1 mile $200.(270)382-2224
capped
w/
dress
for riding teams, work with individuals within the
8' ceilings, days. Coleman RE from town on 94W
Drywall,
sleeves, size 16, $200
Beautiful lot, new cen759-4118
equine industry for student recruitment, internships and
Thermopane
Lowe
270-753-6909
Call
heat & air $525 a
tral
job placement; and support all equine program activinew
all
duplex,
2BR
&
windows, quality
after 5PM
month. 753-2225, 759ties under the direction of the Equine Coordinator.
craftsmanship. Was appliances, 641/ Peggy
REGISTERED Angus
1509
Some night and weekend duties are required.
$66.797. now $59,995. Ann. 270-753-0259
bulls. 8-26 mos. 270Homes.
Baker
Keith
ACCEPTING applica- 38R, 2BA house $675 436-2424
Application Deadline: June 22, 2005. To Apply:
Paris. 731-644-0012, tions!
suite.
1BR
per month Call 753Send letter of application, resume or vitae, tran800-533-3568
stove. 4109 between 2&9PM
Refrigerator,
ir.Te Seloo'llon
scripts, names and contact information of three refMOVE-IN! 2 lots, 2-br dishwasher, washer, 8 miles north $350
erences and three letters of recommendation to:
USED
Chair, Equine Lecturer Search, School of
mobile home. 18x20 dryer, wood deck. No
plus deposit. No pets.
APPLIANCES
Agriculture, 103 South Oakley Applied Science,
garage, private sub., pets. Deposit $350, 753-8582
YARD SALE
Ward-Elkins
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
Rent $335/mo. 293boat ramp.
1302 Sycamore
COUNTRY house on
he sT;are
435-4040
6060,
(270)436-2140
Turner Rd., 7 miles
St.
753-1713
NEW 2,200 sq. ft
east of Murray. 436Fri., June 17th
Needed Immediately: Part-time employhome. 4 bedrrn, 2 bath
2359
Sat., June 18th
ee for cleaning vacant apartment units,
2x6 sidewalls, 8' ceilIN Hazel, 4BR. 2BA
7 a.m. - ?
Faislohlegs
Now
winThermopane
24
ings,
lots.
parking
and
breezeways,
with large garage.
gal. fish
20
otter
Special
Available on July 1st
hr/week, $7/hr. Must have experience in QUALITY Leather sofa. dows. Free furnishaquarium with
$59,995
&
$750 month. 1st, last
this line of work along with references. Camel, 5 years old ings. Keith Baker
everything. Hunting
required.
security
supplies, desk,
Homes, Paris. 731Equal Opportunity Employer. Send $600.00. 759-3137
(270)492-8108
SAGE green loveseat
clothes & shoes,
resume to Hilldale Apts., 64 Hilldale and chair, 2 years old, 644-0012, 800-533pool ladder &
3568
Lane #301, Hardin, KY 42048
$400 both. Oak table
vacuum, lots more.
REDUCED: MOBILE
and 4 chairs. 270-881- home and lot, $13,500.
8985
753-6012
LARGE
SEALY Posturepedic
REPO: 3 Bedroom, 2
king size mattress wl Bath, Fireplace, Huge
YARD SALE
box springs. 1 year old, Master Bed & Bath!!
1346 BETWEEN
OTR Flatbed. Good Home Time.
$250. Large pine TV
Low payments! Call
Assigned Tractors. Make at least
641 AND 80 AT
cabinet, $250. 270- today!(731) 584-9429.
A&F Warehousing
902 Northwood Dr.
759-0049
$60K/yr; Great Benefits. Class A w/1
$20-50
MSU
Near
MILE MARKER
5
DOUAND
SINGLE
Mon. 8 am-2 pm,
753-7668
BLEWIDES - Bring
year flatbed expenence req'd.
Wed. 11 am-6 pm.
FRI & SAT
Lien a Guam
MURRAY Store and
your deed - That's all
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Antiques, tools,
Lock presently has
you need - New Used
Phone: 759-4984
DAYLILIES for sale, and Repo's - Call today
units available. 753farm equipment,
TDD #
over 200 vanties. Open
2905 or 753-7536
at 731-642-6447.
lots of
1-800-648-6056
Thurs-Sun. 731-986- TAKE OVER PAYetist to Buy
lini
& Childcare
0769 Huntington, TN
PREMIER MINISTORmiscellaneous
MENTS- on 16x70, 2
DAYLILJES
AGE *Inside climate
Bedroom, 2 Bath SW!!
UNDEVELOPED land
WANTED: someone to
Hundreds to select
control storage
only
Payments
6-8 acres in Lakes
iron clothes. 759-8557
11•.•
YARD SALE
from. Potted: 53 50
•Secunly alarmed
(731)
$304/month'
lake
not
area,
front;
WILL clean up before
1507
Select group $1.00
*Safe & clean
584-9429
Lake,
Kentucky
prefer
and after renters, conEXCEPTIONALLY
DR
each.
boxes!
LONDON
sell
*We
TAKE YOUR PICK struction, remodeling, will consider Lake
nice, large 1 bedroom:
The Daylily Garden
*We rent U-Hauls.
SATURDAY
also.
area
and
Barkley
Bedrooms
5
Need
etc Walls, floors, winfurnished ($385) or
Puryear, TN
753-9600
8AM-NOON
3 Baths or how about 4 unfurnished ($335). All
etc. Respond to: TTI, Box
dows.
Wit
of
(West
mart)
University
2
and
Bedrooms
New Red Hat
Experienced-Valerie 2065,
appliances including
Monday-Saturday 8-6
Station, Murray, KY
Baths? Both priced in
Lady bric-brac,
436-5914
dryer
&
washer
1-5
Sunday
42071.
the $50's. Call 731or
large mens
(270)759-5885
8424438 today!!
USED carpeting, elec48'X40' metal building,
(270)293-7085
ladies
clothing,
*Aka
1 year lease Located
tric baseboard heaters,
FOR your choice of 2br
Clothing, dishes,
refrigerators, air condiCircle,
Sunbury
406
at
ao06 NOM FIX /Mt
apts, newly decorated,
MOM COMPUTERS
lots of stuff at
tioners, stoves, and
Murray. Call (270)436prime location Call
A+ Certified Technician
S
KELLEY
25 cents
doors. 753-4109
2935
2BR with deck and
Garland Rentals 753On site service
LESSON
MUSIC
WANT to buy: Junk Car
BUSINESS rent: 715
storage building in
2905
759.3.556
ALL Instrument
and Trucks. Call (270)
South 12th Street.
country. $250 plus
YARD SALE
474-2540 or 293-8199
View 1,400 square feet.
Si 0.00/week
FORREST
deposit. 437-4386
week.
a
days
Six
1612
Apartments 1213 N. $700. 753-1252, 753vrcr,xp UK degr
2BR, $255. 753-6012
16th St., now accepting 0606
1961 cell
BELMONT
$300
2BA
2BR,
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
applications for: 1br COMMERCIAL or retail
(270)527-8808
We buy 1 or all Call
DRIVE
starting at $330/month, 750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
Larry at 753-3633
SMALL 28R $235 plus
2br townhouses, basic C/G/H,
restrooms.
FRI & SAT
deposit. No pets. 753BUYING junk cars. CHILDREN'S
rent $360/ month Call plenty of parking, near
meta
Furniture, linens,
8582
trucks, tractors and swing set. $75.(d)753
Leave judicial building. 759753-1970.
metal boats. 436-5235
Message.
7369,(n)227-1521
3772 752-0201 (after
0 down with your deed!
dishes, lamps,
CASH paid for
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Act now while interest
prom
CINDERELLA
Apts.
UVE
Oak
pictures,
good, used guns.
Shroat
dresses. 1 size 4 yel- rates are at their lowNewly
Remodeled
Benson Sporting
antiques and
Baker LOTS for rent 753
Keith
low. 1 size 8 blue. $200 est.
OFFICE space. Village
1811 1290.00
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Homes, Paris.
9868
each. 270-492-8814
Center, 1406 North
misc.
$340.00
218R
Murray.
731-844-0012, 800- LOTS including sewer
12th St. 1.200 sq.
ONRECTV
3111R $425.00
ft.753-7559
and Water. Hardin area.
$100 deposit special
Satellite system, up to 533-3588
NOW buying as scrap 4 rooms. Total Choice
for qualified applicants
1979 14x70 (7x20 270-527-8808
metal, aluminum cans wAocal channels only
Office hours 8-2
Fairmount
slideout)
and scrap cars. (will $29.99 for 3 months or
Mon-Fri
38R, 1.5 bath. $2,500.
pick up cars.) Key Auto Cal Beasley Ardent*
Cali los* tor appointNM looms. Starke
121
RT
Pans. 1850 ST
ment
Satiate. 750-0001 Or 111111.1111bble HOOlba.
South. 753-5562
887-455-0901
783-01,1
800-455-3001

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking employees to work on the afternoon shift (4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.) and the midnight shift (12:30 a.m.
- 6:30 a.m.). Positions are available on the seasonal production line. Benefits include paid
holidays, productivity rewards and employee
appreciation events. A drug screen, physical
capabilities test and background check is
required and provided by the company.
Applications will be available online at
www.briggsandstratton.com or individuals can
apply in person at the Murray BRIGGS &
STRATTON Plant at 110 Main Sure between
the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday, June 18, 2005. Applications will
remain active for 90 days. Please come prepared to provide previous employment history
and references (previous factory experience
preferred). Come and join a company with an
established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS
& STRATTON is an equal opportunity
employer.

411 Size Un
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FREE
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with
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MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
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1, 2, & 3
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Apartments

Call 866-990-0095
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ME. alt fircsi. .77sensata Iiirrisum
A Short Drives NW Of Murray, KY
From Murray At The MSU football Stadium,Take Hwy 121 NW 8 Mlles Turn
Right On Hammond Rd "Hwy 183r And Proceed N 1/2 Mile Signs Posted!!
"The Coldwater Community"

— 16CD /MC IFS IF_S
In 6 Tracts And In Combinations

Homebuilders • Farmers • investors
Mini Tracts • Building Sites
Ti-acts-Two 3.5 Acre •Two 4 Acre • 30 Acres • 28 Acres

A Good Location For Calloway Or Graves County
artee.ell Esstatsre Will !Kamilla AI I 4111:41111C11 A,IWIL

. . _, II
ii

egill

-.'

-. . . . . rirlill
_

Ttact 3- 3.571 Acres With Attractive 2 Story Brick Home
Formal Living Room • Formal Dining Room
Spacious Family Room With fireplace
3 Bedrooms • 2 Baths•Study Or 4th Bedroom
Neat Kitchen With Breakfast Room • Laundry Room
Lots Of Closets • Large Garage •2 Central Units
Excellent Backyard Setting With A Deck & Gazebo
Chain Link Fenced • Concrete Drive • Landscaped
A Great Calloway County Setting- Very Clean, Neat & Nice!
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use
are
1Y 3
2
tied
air
oist
ing,
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and
secor

M
I
Igus
270-

YARD
SALE
605 S. 9th
Fri., June 17th
Sat., June 18th
7 a.m. til ?

7-2

Couch, oak
dining table,
clothes, infant
to plus size
and more

Something for
everyone. Lots of
Home Intenor

Rain or Shine

SALE
2003 AZALEA
DRiVE,
CAMPBELL EST.
FRI & SAT
759-1605

MULT1-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
641 N. from
Murray to
Junction of 464.
Follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-7

Furniture, dishes,
clothes, lamps, pictures, 19' chain link
fence, 3 poles, 4'x8'
pegboard.
household items

Everything
for sale

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HELP WANTED

'ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $225 with
one order, one payment. For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

*Custom manufacturer
seeks SALESPERSON.
proven
have
Must
record selling capital
equipment www.griffiFlexible
nusa.corn.
schedule, great benefits. hr0gnffinusa.com
17347,
Box
PO
Louisville, KY 40217
EOE

*COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF KENTUCKY
NEWSPAPERS is available for $25 from
Press
Kentucky
101
Association,
Lane,
Consumer
Frankfort, KY 40601
Price includes shipping
and handling

Officer:
*Detention
Arizona.
Phoenix,
County
Maricopa
Office.
Sheriff's
Excellent
$14.99/hr.
benefits. No expenence
Contact
necessary.
602-307-5245, 1-877Or
352-6276,
800
www.mcso.org.
including
vacancies,
civilian positions

AUCTIONS
*Auction- Cherokees
Flea Market, 810 N
Bardstown Rd. Mt.
Washington. 502-5382456. Saturday June
18, 10:00am. Postage
stamps, coins, knives.
glass,
Depression
stoneware, 4-wheeler.
more!

SPOR11NG/SPORTING GOODS
*CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF AND COUNTRY
Georgetown
CLUB,
Golf Digest voted us
best places to play
2004! Join us for your
round/outing
next
Membership
Special
502-570available.
9849!

Drivers- Accepting
Trainees! 16 day COL!
down,
money
No
Financing!
Student
Tuition Reimbursamant
Avail. Job placement
assist. Call Mon-Sun. 1800-883-0171 LA-SO

Dnvers- Are you getting
a pay raise in 2005?
Roehl Drivers Are! Vanup to 395, Flatbed- up
New to 415, plus tarp. SignShow!
•Gun
Albany, IN June 18-19, on bonus. Students welNat Guard Armory. Sat come. Class-A required.
9-5. Sun 9-3. For infor- EOE. Call Roehl, 877mation call 765-914- 7 7 4 - 5 3 1 3
0051 Buy! Sell! Trade!
www GoRoehl.corn
TRUCK DRIVERS
Dnvers- CDL-A. Miles
HELP WANTED
and Money! Start up to
•AWC Carriers, Inc hir- 39 cpm Outstanding
Lease
OTR
ing
Guaranteed
Miles
Purchase, company, hometime
Solos,
No
0/0 drivers. CDL-A.
teams, owner operators
Haz-mat. 2 yr exp. veri- wanted!
Marten
fiable. Non-forced dis- Transport Ltd 800-395patch. Fleets accepted. 3331
Call Heather 1-888-4988555, 334-692-5090
Drivers Largest Pay

.JIAIMES Ft- CASH
'CI

Saturday,June 18,2005• Starting at 10:00

etch
rute,
and
old
24

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1715
KEENLAND DR.
FRI & SAT

•Equipment manufacturer seeks ESTIMATOR to conceptualize
SALE
YARD
YARD SALE
solutions and prepare
2014 College
70 WEST DR,
18Y. Down With A VAInInsuns Deposit
estimates Experience
Of 83 000.00 Per Tract Balance In 30 Da
Farm Rd.
and CAD skills required.
EAST Y
Flexible schedule, great 'Come join our team. Increase in HISTORY!
Friday 8 a.m.
&
Regional
hrtigriffi- Drive trainees needed. OTR,
N
benefits.
SUBDIVISIO
desk
Wheelbarrow,
Great
Box $740-$840 weekly plus Dedicated.
PO
nusa.com
& chair, dishes,
FRI & SAT 7-4
SWIFT
17347, Louisville, KY benefits. 16 day CDL Hometime,
baskets, fish
training. Call today and Transportation 800-231TV, radio, blower, *Victorian Era Antiques 40217 EOE
Items From The Farm And Horne
aquarium & stand,
9
0
2
start training tomorrow 5
Absolute Auction- Over *Estate
To Be Sold After The Real Estate - From The Home
books, baseball
Planning:
1- www.SwittTruckingJobs
wagon, pictures,
Baby Grand Piano 'George Steck'• Dining Table w/6 Chairs, China Cabinet • Breakfast
930 lots of the finest Senior Market firms Lodging included.
cards, some clothes, Victorian Antiques &
COM
800-398-9908
Table w/Chairs•Portable Bar w/Slools•Sofa & Loveseat• End Tables• Recliners • Side
furniture, quilt, doll
seeks outside sales
Chairs • Hide-A-Bed Sofa • Console Cabinet • RCA TV & Cabinet • Radio-Stereos •
items,
Nintendo
&
Representing
bed
household
Furniture
weekly
•2500
•DriverMachine
Sewing
Cabinet
•
Bed
Brass
reps to present planning
Chest Freezer • Washer. Dryer • Queen
Dnvers- Make the Call!
over 60 years of collect- options to prospective '48 hours home every
games.
w/Attachments• Computer, Printer. Desk & Chair• Pnnts• Beveled Mirrors • Pots, Pans.
lots more, no junk
Company driver
$3,000
Linens
•
Lamps
•
Pieces
w/Serving
&
China
Friday
Auction
"Savannah'
ing.
Nontake
Setting
pay
•Daily
Dishes •8 Place
clients. Training, sup- week
• Anniversary Mantle Clock • Collectibles • Household Miscellaneous • Books • Lawn
Saturday, June 24 & 25, port and leads provided. -Transflo"No-Touch bonus_ Pre-Pass Plus.
No NYC or Canada, No
Furniture • Vacuum And More! ••••12 Ga. Ithaca 37 Deer Slayer Shotgun & Case • 22
Lebus
1030am
BENEFIT GARAGE
$1,800-$2,700+ weekly. freight- what more could loading/ Unloading. 1 yr
SALE
Automatic Rifle waelescope& Case •38 Cott RevoNer•22 H&R Revolver• Ammunition
YARD
Cynthiana.
Warehouse.
Call
for???
ask
MULTI
SALE FROM
Call Rich at 1-800-860- you
rom The Farm.international 3414 f3ackhoe • MF 245 Diesel Tractor. 'Only
OTR, 22 y/o, CDL-A
302
Lake,
S.
Robert
Travis or Mike, 888FAMILIES
70 Hours', Remote Valve, Spin Out Wheels • 3 Pt Disc, T • PTO Seeder • 3 Pt Rotary
8275 ext. 410
required. Call 1-80013th
South
•
Trailer
Utility
4x6
346-4639 www knightutter, 6' • 3 Pt Blade,I • Post Hole Digger • Honda 3 Wheeler •
706 OLD SALEM RD, Auctioneer For more
848-0405
•Get Paid to shop! Join trans.com.
7am-1pm
Troy Bit Rear Tine Tiller, 7 HP Electric Start • JD 175 Riding Mower wiRear Bagger •
preview
information
Class-A
2 MILES FROM
& Limb Shredder • Chain Saws • Hand Tools • Yard & Garden Tools • Work Shop
world's largest CDt/6 months OTR.
No Early
items, or request a cata- the
COURT SQUARE,
iscellaneous•133 GMC Sierra Clas-sir Pickup Truck With Topper, Very Nice
Drivers, Over the road.
Shopping
Sales!
log - 859-234-0017 or Mystery
SALE!!
OF
DAY
ON
NT
SOUTH
SETTLEME
GO
E
COMPLET
lean!!
today! •Dnver- $2,750 Sign-on 35 states. Flat w/sides,
Company
eercom
www.lakeauction
Table &
INDUSTRIAL ROAD,
Flexible, fun & free to +onentation pay +pre- late model convention4 chairs,
BUILDINGS
FOLLOW SIGNS
loin. Apply now at - dictable home time als. 3 years expenence
Kenwood
FRI., JUNE 17TH
7,5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
*Building Sale! 'Rock www.gapbuster corn/se +Medical, Dental. Vision $2,000 Sign on bonus
surround sound
7-4
+Start up to 35cpm
Start .34c-.38o mile+
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
Bottom Prices!' 20x30
R .i
System, teapots,
i
R
OTR
Lots of items. Raising
Benefits. Call (800)444Now $2900. 30x40 *High School Exchange CDL-A/ 6 months
vvvvinr.j.attric,s.rcissits.c.-.(sirss
movies, and
877-687-5627. 7/week 6648
money tor 18 year
$5170. 40x50 18380. Students
arriving
lots more
old's heart surgery
40x60 $10,700. 50x100 August need host fami- JDC Logistics.
Owner
Drivers:
$15.244. others. Ends/ lies. Has own insurance *DriverCovenant
Tractors
accessories optional and spending money. Transport.
Excellent Operators;
'Prices to sell!' Pioneer Promotes world peace! Pay & Benefits for expe- $1.53+FSC, Straight
Real ENO
$1.15-$1.35
1-800-668-5422
American Intercultural rienced dnvers, 0/0s, Trucks
Student Exchange. 1 - solos, teams & graduate +FSC. Free Ctualcomm/
BUSINESS
Sign-on
Pak.
Trip
PROPERTY TO RENT 800 -SIBLING students Bonuses paid Incentives. Call Tri..3Ke
2' 2 Bd:" —
Equal
weekly.
www.aise.com
office
State Expedited 888*Professional
010C4IIMPO•Ken Lola SlatPak*Grist GsawayNam•lk•
'Online Jobs.. eBay Opportunity Employer.
320-5424.
4 miles out of
space for rent in
workers needed. Come 888-MORE-PAY (888Frankfort Just off US
667-3729)
East
94
on
us
town
$$$
online.
with
work
Meal=112SOLE:From
1-64
near
Heartland thinks all
127
Weekly. Use your own 'Driver:
Auras KY Lowing Frey 68 East e
Owner OTR drivers deserve
nil I
at 4566 State
-ii
700
Approximately
computer or laptop. No Operators Needed. Can
new Hey 80 - 4 Isse tun nritt
more pay! So we offer
square feet on second
Route 94 East
proceed tome SIO a1 mite so Fhry
arI- floor, private bath, dos- experience necessary. you use. $1.104114 Morel t year experience
a
brick
aii
IZZ
A4 nest ens SS proceed resdok 2
398
1862
31-800,69a+9
s.
. elm' —terefege 'pef,,iffer par makes $.4.3i mile and
f.11,8",at•
t;$60et' tritir1111,
mess to Hey 4071Lausler Roe.
week' No forced dis- more experience makes
two-BR untts. Excellent includes water/sewer.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
lum let rocassprat 1 mis io
Kentucky patch. Call Max 0 T&T
income-producer. electric. gas Call 502- 'Premier
HEARTLAND
more!
Ceder Moen DM* Sr IR
Youth Sports Magazine 1-800-511-0082
$125,000. 270-753- 223-8821
proceed Sitornds to Ceperreew
EXPRESS 1-800-441partfull-time,
needs
Dem esn 014 sole en lett Niel lor
4109, 270-227-1545
YARD SALE
*Drivers- $1,000 Sign 4953 www.heartlandexCOMMERCIAL
time advertising sales
Isom Assam Moms KY
FROM
MILES
5
On for experienced press.com
PROPERTY
twins Hwe SIsosoak 13
Louisville,
help.
teams! Earn 41¢.1 mile
.'".
COURT
111,ala Properly
[
1'
mks 1o Hey 47gatesekr Rome. '4""
Bowling
Lexington.
•For Sale-- Two-Story
No NYC, pay on deliv- Need a Job? CRST! No
SQUARE ON
eon get weed 1 ede I)Ceder
Owensboro.
brick office building in Green,
woos srse, sisiss mow srys Home wok 8 sers old, nee sine OW an roe Ick lots al mature
and guaranteed experience? No probery
ON
RIGHT
94E,
Barkley
LAKE
Frankfort. near I-64/US Paid
of"op creskyow Dim un kit *ins beisment, large wood decks shade, cirtie ems
USA Truck lem! No credit check
hometime
DR
DOUGAL
MC
Waterfront' 5 ac
* ontortandwatrome 1 bath in
2300 Advancement opportu127. Approx
sap 0,, *it mos&Argon*
No monthly payment
FRI & SAT
$49,900. New to mar square feet. Internet nities with earnings to 866-483-3413
teeerenk 2bealmcmk kis ol wen Clew Is Koos* Lase.
Immediate benefit packarea, teaks Nsteas Illtfun we mutes from Ken LW Golf
of
number
A
7AM-?
•Dnvers,
ket. Ideal location. Wit wired Large conference 560,000+
502-897age Now hinng in your
,park. tf you
come & um
usatablnaftreflOCRI Mit
not last! Call owner room, seven individual 5451, tim@youthsports- carriers offer a competiRiding mower,
area. 1-877-443-8289
kw a new
how bow
roz•**bon al kellact01/Pol
Drive Out A Hove a LOok
tive OTR job, but we go
866-924-4328
push mower,
offices, 4 half-baths. cene.com
eke
Me
o
t
s
doe
house
icts
Int
i
tw°11.11:49g
to
'An°
40
vd
from
Start
further!
YOU Cannot Wangs
I/2
1
roll
bedews,
2
set,
space,
counter
d
dinette
kitchenette. Part of *SECRET SHOPPERS
OTR & Regional
an
you Cannot miff Mk
with
Absolute Auction
bete, central hest &..henna
top desk, lots of
office building complex
NEEDED Pose as cus- 42 cpm
Opportunities at Arrow.
auction!
troughod
lens
wig
snows
Fosse
a
14a
mess
Selling sir
misc, clothes
For sale by owner tomers for store evalua- assigned truck,
Avg. $50k/yr. detention.
Immediate occupancy. tions. Local stores, day get-home guaran- layover/ incentive pay.
benimpressive
and
tee
Bruce W. Deweese, Auctioneer
502-223-8821 restaurants & theaters
Call
2 lots with restrictions
regional runs with great
.,
EWEESE,
efits. And most imporprovided
Training
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5 8am-5pm M-F
home time, 0/0 S
Wayne W. Deweese, Auctioneer
ESTATE
other
Flexible hours. Email tantly- you have
miles north or Murray.
Lease purchase; 888Auctioneer
Deweese,
EDUCATIONAL
L.
Trent
es
YARD SALE
an OTR job
required Call now! 1- choices if
752-7312
email
,
277-6937,
TRAINING
just isn't right for you. $0
Clay Harper, Auctioneer
c- , ,
6351
ext
560
800-585-9024
agreatdnvingjob0arrow
riAL
:
-;cc ,,.,
if
option
lease
down
RONNIE CASE Broker
LOT #13 in Bethel 'Are You wanting to go
trucking.com
HORSES
UTTERBACK RD
ESTATE
you've always wanted
Estates Subdivision on to school and stay *Aluminum
Horse
•••••••••••••“•0•01M1
••I
MI
..40
NM
•
••11•M•••
Ill IIMINIII1M a••••••••.••••11113•16 Wm. VILIEW111••••■•1•••••
FRI 8-?
to be a business owner.
your
Earn
......
..ft...m.1S Mgt....••
NOM.MOM...OM MM.
•1
.
Bethel Church Rd. .699 home?
••••I....smog on 1••MON NY\ mi•IIMO S ••I•1•If I
Owner Operators! 90
Trailers- 3 year unlimitNW•MOM 0010•NIM•111.0•••••1•1•1••••0.1VMM.
01•11•1•01•4111•0•1•11•••••••14111111.11,1•11M MINSOM NI•111.•11••••••••••••••
IIMMMINIIIIASMIMINE•WIIMMM
•••••111/01•MIEDS•••••••••1••••1•1.11•1
acres, set up for mobile Associate Degree at ed warranty (including but thought you didn't cpm Loaded & Empty!
Collectibles,
cash,
or
credit
the
home, has septic sys- PCI- Online in business roof) starting at $5999 have
Plus 3 corn bonus! Plus
(2-01 ii 44668• 12-0i 4.2-2200•(r)1 642.-2,20.;
furniture, dishes, tem
$8,900. Starks & Computers. 800-655- to luxury living quarters. we'll get you started 100% fuel surcharge!
112 \t ii Atli Rd.•Pa& .111 kl • 1,4) !!,,, ;,2 4 ,:imindus. lil • ,,1 •
with financing and low
WWW.pcisome antiques,
Bros. Mobile Homes. 1- 5554,
Benefits! Call David at
100% financing avail- monthly
payments
online edu
800-455-3001
Distributors
National
pick up truckservice
able. Sales and
opportuniContracting
1-502-523EQUIPMENT
call Scott 1-888-781- ties OTR Contracting Leasing
Chevy
1986
lewd Sale
Yid Sals
0714
FOR SALE
1000
no
options feature
MISCELLANEOUS
$2,695forced dispatch and
*Sawmills-Star Transport needs
settlements
52 acres located on LumberMate-2000 & •Attention weekly
drivers
inexperienced
YARD SALE
Faxon Rd. Heavily LumberLite- 24 . Homeowners: Display averaging over $1 per Home most weekends,
GARAGE-PORCH-YARD SALE
280 Haynes Creek
wooded with some Norwood Industries also homes wanted for vinyl mile. You maintain your Peterbitt trucks, shared
Or.
plus
1793 Highland Rd., take 94E to 1346
pine, some hardwood. manufactures utility ATV siding, windows, roofs. independence
tuition. Good starting
Saturday
log skid- Easy credit terms. No have the security of a
attachments,
or
hunting
for
Ideal
stop,
-way
3
at
right
turn
(10 miles)
Food and lodging
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
partner pay.
secluded living. Could ders. portable board payments until 2006. stable
provided. 1-800-455Loveseat, Zenith
go straight (1 1/2 miles) sale on
dedicated
of
and
Hundreds
forestry
edgers
into
smaller
divided
be
Starting at $99 month
4682
console stereo,
sites having this many
tracts. $49,590 Call equipment. virww.nor- Call 1-800-251-0843
right.
aquarium, lamps,
dedicated customers
Kopperud Realty 753- woodinclustries.cornexterior/interior light
Thursday Noon-? • Friday 6 a.m.-?
•Eam Degree online means more dedicated
1222 for details. MLS* Free information: 1-800fixtures, window
'Business
home.
from
Saturday 7 a.m. - Noon
jobs. Most JB Hunt ded578-1363 ext300N
26018
treatments, bath &
'Paralegal 'Computers icated drivers average
bed linens, books,
TV., furniture, lamps, camping equip.,
FINANCIAL
Job placement assis- in excess of $40k per
04 Toyota Calico, sil
Beanie Babies, VHS
lonws For Sale
appliances, collectibles (games - toys
*$$CASFISS Immediate tance. Computer & year and are home ver. 18K, auto, all but
movies, clothing
cash for structured set- Financial aid if quality. weekly.
1-800-252- tons. sharp. (270)376
& more
- hubcaps), antiques.
1625 Loch Lomond, tlements, annuities, law 8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
5155. $15,900
4868. We have a driving
two story. 2,400 SO suit, mortgage notes & www.tidewatertechonthat's right
opportunity
1999 Neon Dodge.
YARD SALE
FT + carport. 4 bed- cash
JG line.corn
flows.
for you: call to learn
5-FAMILY YARD SALE
Asking $1,800. New
7592-baths
rooms,
709 SYCAMORE
REAL ESTATE/REAL
Wentworth 111 1-800more about jobs in your
motor. (270)489-2168
9 TENTHS OF A MILE FROM ALMO
9523
ESTATE FOR SALE
794-7310
(CORNER
D/S.
to
area! EOE Subj
black Nissan
GROCERY ON 464, EAST
1993
vertical •Free
with
NOW!
home
2BR
a
Mortgage *Buy
SYCAMORE/ELLIS)
$1.200
duplex behind. Great Analysis!! Refinance, Start Here! Fast. Free
ENTRANCE TO OLD ALMO
SAT., JUNE 18
(270)293-3517
3055
$65,000
Mention
investment.
Commitment.
paymonthly
reduce
SATURDAY., JUNE 18TH
9AM-2PM
270-753-4109, 270- ments, pre-qualify for a this ad- Save up to
Butterworth Rd.
7-3
227-1545
Call 5500! All Programs/
items
home.
of
Lots
new
conditioner
air
2003 Chevy Trailblaze
Uesd Tiede
Set of Golf Clubs, Golf bag,
Thurs., Fri.
Credit. Close fast! Call
Kentucky
Southern
A-frame
20+
bedroom
2
including
EXT LT. Loaded, white
microwave, ceiling fan, window shutters,
877-341-1778,
Janice
2700
today
Mortgage
&Sat.
house on 497 off 94E.
with charcoal interior,
boxes avon, invenglassware, Nascar items, Beanie Babies,
1990 Ford Ranger 2 3
By Kentucky lake. Call 782-3755!! Apply online 859-523-3217
overhead DVD player.
7 a.m.-?
4X4,
S-10
&1
at
Chevy
reduction
Powenvheel
tory
dolls.
liter, 4 cylinder, manual
porcelain
at www.southernkenJoe (270) 853-4517
row
Bose stereo, 3rd
Lots of kids
transmission. $600
and $3.
tuckymortgage.com
babies through plus size clothes, telephones,
seating, excellent conidst& AM
cedar house,
story
2
After 5PM, 489-2094
toys.
&
bedspreads
dishes,
knick knacks,
misc.
date 6-25-05
clothes,
miles,
Rain
URY
43,000
dition,
CANTERB
48R, 3BA, 2 car
•
Chevy short
1985
Quad
or
250
492-8514
SUZUKI
1553
$19,750.
garage, steel building, Subdivision,
wheel base pick -up
Racer. 55.000 invest48R,
Dr.,
293-3769
Oxford
dock
pond,
shop,
work
truck. 753-1591 after
ILY ALE
MUL -F
den, ed, sell/trade for utility
Mercury
1998
& gazebo, 1.7 acres. 2.58A, LR, DR, K.
5:00 p.m weekdays
270-339703 Story Ave.
4
wheeler
bonus
room,
utility
1656 COLLEGE
Mountaineer, good
753-2850 after 5PM.
anytime weekends.
room for kids, 30x36 4584
Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m.-?
condition. Please call
TERRACE.
12R
1985 F-250, 4-wheel
ZX
backKawasaki
fenced
2001
garage,
mobile
and
HOUSES
767-9948
9th,
From Sycamore go south on
COLLEGE FARM RD TO 17TH/
drive, V8 460, runs
yard. approx. 3,700 $5.500. Call after 5:00
homes for sake and for
Story
then east on
KENTUCKY TO COLLEGE
great 436-5213
sq.ft. city school dis- p.m. 753-1856.
rent in 6 west Kentucky
Lots of 10c items, most items new,
TERRACE
1984 Ford 150 4x4
counties. CM 270-339- trict. 759-1506, 2938824 or 270.3394823 4181
Runs, needs work
porcelain dolls, craft supplies: wood &
THURS 8-4 FRI 8-2
4 BR. 3 bath. 3.800 sq.
decorations,
Getout GT $500 000
seasonal
Toyota
2000
fabric,
a
ires
38R, IBA brick with
acoma
ft. on 1 9 acres. 3 min5 speed. dark blue. 1 1985 Chevy converFurniture, collectibles, household,
Christmas Village items, toys, kids
detached 2 car garage
utes horn Country Club wheels P265/70-R16,6
vaster, 40K, excellent sion van. Runs & drives
clothes(some plus size), diamond
on 1 we in Morey in Paris. 7 years old. lova,76344140#
books, desk.
WSW Va. cast $1,400 090.
~IA
ring, Longaberger, artwork, sewing
ulasSIM0118 or4* 099.000. (731'0911ft,'7CSlwQtWW -_
MO436-5857
NO EARLY 9ALE.9,PLEASE
2302
machilliapbsolso.
pans
5221

N
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HUGE 3
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YARD SALE

D

(AUCTION e5"
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re.
,
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:R
B,

3S
BS,
It

YARD SALE
814 SOUTH
9TH ST
FRI & SAT
7AM-?
Lots of stuff &
Furniture

Elgi

YARD
SALE

BSI

M

YARD SALE

11111•WW

•

1997 F-150
Runs & Drivne Groot
128,w
$6,500 OBO

CUSTOM Tractor,
work tiling. Wade
work, bush hcpging.
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163

Ilsresespos
Jacumilaellisr

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
June 17, 2005:
,
Friday
DAVE'S Lawn Care
You have a way with others this
Tree
One tree mowing
Lambs
A-1
year that will tend to get a "yes"
& lots of other servicService: Hauling, Junk
or a positive response. Money is
es Free estimates
cleanup, gutter cleanan issue for you, but you discov227-0480
436-2867
ing.
Designer
1998 Jayco
er that your coffers will be fuller
HANDYMAN
DNJ
A-1 Stump Removal
5th wheel 3711. 3 slideWe do all the odd Jobs this time next year. Don't spend
437-3044
outs. excellent condiyou don't have time
money before you get it. Selftion. 753-4882
for
discipline will go a long way,
ALL CARPENTRY
1996 3011 5th wheel
Ask about our painting though it won't be easy for you.
Remodeling, additions,
Camper
Dutchman
special
sun
decks,
porches,
Slide out, double door
If you are single, you will have
293-5438
rooms, roofing, vinyl
refngerator, full awning
your choice of many romantic
DOZER WORK
siding, mobile home
270-436$12,500
suitors. Someone quite suitable
INSTALL & REPAIR
repair, sagging floors,
5707
be in the mix. If you are
SEPTIC SYSTEMS & could
termite & water dam'95 25' Prowler RV pull.
you will fall in love
attached,
GRAVEL HAULING.
age. Larry Nimmo
Fully loaded, clean,
once more. Your sweet and carContract
or
Or
Public
(270)753-9372
ready to go. Lots of
ing ways draw your significant
Contact at 270-753extras. Must see' (270)753-0353
9503
other closer. SCORPIO under$6.500 0130 753-0181
APPLIANCE &
Makers
stands money and can help you
DREAM
92 Mallard camper 23"
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
Construction. New make it or spend it.
Rear
self-contained
construction,
CHAD B. HUGHES home
AC
bedroom,
remodeling and fram- The Stars Show the Kind of
etc
microwave,
22 `i FARS EXPERIENCE
ing. 25 years experi55.000 Call 474-2788
(270) 226-9398
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
ence in commercial
492-8191
1270)
-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
4
520
and residential buildI -Difficult
Boats 8 Motors
Free
estimates.
ing.
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
SERVICE & PARTS Call Tony Duncan:
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
WATER'S Edge RV
(270) 293-8726 OR (270)753-3822 or 853*** You are ready for the
Park and Manna 10
4848
759-5534
weekend. You are cranky, and so
miles outside Murray
Chuck Van Buren
FUTRELL'S Tree
others. Don't fight the imposare
on Blood River and
Service
ASPHALT
the flow. Make
Lake
Kentucky
removal, sible. Just go with
Trimming,
SEALCOATING
for a late and leisurely
plans
Covered and uncovfiregrinding,
stump
*Commercial
to let off steam,
ered slips available
wood Insured 489- lunch. You need
'Residential
Call 270-436-5321
Relax with a buddy. Tonight:
2839
Free Estimates
Choose a stress-buster.
POLAR Kraft 30' ponTRAVIS
GARAGE
(April 20-May 20)
TAURUS
70HP
boat.
toon
SEA LCOATING
CONVERSION *** Your serious attitude could
Evinrude motor, great
(270) 753-2279
•Bedroom
be freaking others out far more
conditon, $4,500. 345BACKHOE
•Family Room
than you realize. Be sensitive to
2828
TRUCKING
'Utility
your daily associates. They too
R.L. Woods
ROY HILL.
might be having a difficult time.
gravel.
system,
Septic
Services Offered
up as much of your to-do
Clear
white rock
as you can. Tonight: Find
list
436-2113
436-2867 Joe Lambs
H.H. CONSTRUCTION friends, and kick up your heels.
Mower Repair Tune-up Dozer work & Track
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
roofing, int/ext
hoe
specials Work guaran**** Use the daylight hours to
sidvinyl
painting,
teed, free pick-upideliv- CARPORTS Starting
ing, concrete work clear up a misunderstanding.
at $675. installed. Roy
ery
You don't need a financial probFree estimates
436-5141 A-AFFORD- Hill (270)436-2113.
You might be limiting your
lem.
759-1873 • 556-5736
ABLE Hauling. Clean CONCRETE finishing.
scope. Find a trusted pal who is
out garages. gutters. Driveways, sidewalks
full of ideas. Brainstorm away.
etc. 752-0500. 759- JDA Outdoor Services.
Junk & tree work.
Tonight: Time off -- finally.
lawn
complete
Offenng
3229
492-8688 ROOF
services i.e. mowing, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
RESICOM power washing, tree *** You might be overly seriREPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
Contractors, LLC.
tnmming. and much ous when dealing with those
Residential
years experience Call
more... Free Estimates close to you. Recognize how
Commercial. Custom to include a "1st Time your mood and attitude impact
Carters
concrete countertops, Customer
Special". others. Try to be a little more
767-0533 MOWING,
metal roofs, pole bams, We're a grade above understanding and perhaps
mulching.
trimming,
Insurance the rest, with cheaper express more of your ups and
decks.
painting, odd lobs,
claims welcome. 270- rates: Bottom Line! downs. Tonight: Rest, and then
Free
cleaning.
227-2115, 270-436- 731-336-4938, 270- decide.
Estimates. 978-1115
5764
752-0655
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Rubbish ** Do as much as you can durJUNK/
PARKER EXCAVATING Removal.Sonng clean- ing the daylight hours, when
ing, clean out attics, communication flows. Stop
New Concord, KY
gentyes, yawl waste, doubting yourself and simply go
r‘lere..C.4
BILL
for what you want. As the day
etc. (270)489-2583
(270) 293-3252
Hudson, gets older, you might want to
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe cocoon or close your door to do
(270) 436-2969
some thinking. Tonight: At home.
753-4545, 767-0213
DOZER-TRACKHOE-TRUCKING
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
LEE'S Carpet
Finally, you decide that
***
TOPSOIL, BANK GRAVEL,
Cleaning
you might have to say no to a
"since 1971"
WHITEROCK, DEMOLITION
friend or invitation. Make this OK
*Carpets *Upholstery
LISCENSED & INSURED
with yourself, and he or she will
*Emergency Water
respond better. By the evening,
10 YRS. EXPERIENCE
Removal 'Quick
suggest a get-together with
Drying
drinks and munchies. You'll clear
Free Estimates
the air. Tonight: TGIF.
"Got Dirt?"
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
753-5827
**** Use the daylight hours,
still in your
Mower when the Moon is
mOODY'S
accomplish nearly
Repair pick-up & deliv- sign. You can
anything while you are so weller 753-5668
favored. Still, leave a touchy
PAINTING
authority figure alone. He or she
Danny Robinson 293is in a bad mood. Tonight: Your
1968
5393
treat.
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
YARDS to mow. Free SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
"
(731)247- ** Take your time. If you need
estimates.
449
270-748-5
DISCOUr
6189
to shut your door or isolate your1-888-272-7003 wwW ARBROOF COM
self today, do just that. Know that
you aren't getting the full story
right now. Don't hit your head
Scat 'loafing.
!uniting. against a wall. Let it go. More will
reveal itself soon. Tonight:
eXt'ZI%
\IIll Mil WV rsi,N%
Feeling great, once the workday
75941501 • 753-1537 is over.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
"We Specialize in Cleaning ••
21)
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
PATTON LAWN CARE **** Use the daylight hours
Mowing.
*Brick *All External Cleaning
for any key projects, though you
Landscaping
*Acid Cleaning Available
still might have a problem with a
and
Light
Fertilizer
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveway,
partner. Know when to ease up
Work
Backhoe
and let events take their course.
David Borders
Home
270-436-5507
Meetings flow, but individual
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
270-293-7717 Cell
onversations could be a hassle.
Tonight: Vanish.
WALTERS
'RENT A PRO DRIVER
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CONTRACTING
TO DRIVE YOUR
***
Let go of what isn't workDECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
PERSONAL. COMwell with responsiSiding, Addition, and ing. You deal
OR
.MERCIAL.
bilities, but personal interactions
Quality
Remodeling.
VEHICLE
RENTAL
Work. Over 30 Years could be touchy and difficult.
FOR OR WITH YOU.
Gerald Give yourself time, and everyExperience.
(WWW.RENTAPROthing will work out. Invite a diffiWalters. 753-2592
DRIVER.COM)
cult co-worker out for drinks and
7. MUSIC: Singer Lionel
munchies. Tonight: Everyone
has a good time with you.
Richie once was a member of
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
which popular music group?
****
Stay above all the prob8. EXPLORERS: Which
lems today, if you can. The less
explorer constantly searched in
entangled you get with daily
vain for the "seven gold cities
BY FIFI RODRIGUEZ
events, the better off you will be.
of Cibola"?
Your mental perspective helps
1. GEOGRAPHY: In terms of 9. MOVIES: For what movie
you work through any problems.
land area, what is
did Yul Brynner win an Oscar
You also could be tired. Tonight:
Scandinavia's largest country?
in 1956 for best actor?
A force to be dealt with.
2. LANGUAGE: What do the
10. MYTHOLOGY:
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
British call eggplants?
*** You might be a bit down
According to Greek mytholo3. U.S. PRESIDENTS: Which
because of a risk that doesn't
gy, who resides in the Elysian
pay off or because of a loved
U.S. president put down the
Fields?
one's mood. This, too, will pass.
Whisky Rebellion?
Be generous of spirit, and you
4. TELEVISION: What was
will find that everything works
,the top-rated TV show for the
Answers
out. If you can, split early. Your
1970s?
I. Sweden
mind isn't on the here and now.
.5. NATURAL WORLD: In a
2. Aubergines
plant, what is the name of the
3. George Washington
BORN TODAY
'vessels that carry food from
Tennis champ Venus Williams
4. "All in the Family"
the leaves to the rest of the
(1980), singer Barry Manilow
5. Phloem
(1946), singer Lee Ryan (1983)
'plant?
6. "The Merchant of Venice"
..•
'6. LITERATURE: Which
7. The Commodores
is on the
Bigar
Jacqueline
'Shakespearean play contains
8. Coronado
quehttp://www.jac
at
Internet
mercy
'the line. "The quality of
9. "The King and 1"
Ilnebigar.com.
:is not strained"?
10. The blessed dead

270436-511S7

753-9440

UGLY ROOF STAINS

A W A Y.Roof-Brite®
Since

David's Cleaning
Services
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MEDIACOM,IS- GALAXY
A.CliASTER, B- MURRAY RUBC111C,C.36 11 .10 11 -30
8-30 9-00 9 .3[ ' le
ABCD 6:00 6:30
Regis rid Katy its VW (1630 Jaa P.
OsullemlnehmlbeI
(5001 News
WIUM-MIC 2 2
Mardi on Steno)
lbs ffisa.(N)I
Tony Dents
Goal Morting brokeI
3 3 3
News
Show
Ellen
Tony Dania
Tads,(in Stereo)I
News
MIK 4 4
Y &R
News
Right
The ENV Show X Monist Wilson X lbs Price le
News
News
1111W-CM 5 5
X
Nevis
Palley
Jens
Todo,(in Stew)X
IIIPIDMIC 6 6 6 6 News X
Mons News
The Iliew (N)I
Kelly
and
Regis
X
America
Morning
Good
7-Good Morning
INIINAT/C 7 7
Mars! Rogers
Barney
BoobTeletub SOWN StrutI
Rogers Caw Lions Anhui Big
IMPT-RIS 8 8
Justice
Drente
Court
Peopie's
Stwtock Shertock Niched Niched Judge Nellie X
Paid
Gifu 9 9 2 3 Per
X
Over
Rating
Pat
Gsdgt- Under- Garfield Dennis Home Delhury
Paid
IKITINIPN 10 17 11 X Paid
-Needles
Young
Right
Is
Price
The
Kelly
Regis aid
KRUM 12 12 12 12 &sorbet Show The Early Show (in Demo)I
Magnum, P.L X
HIM- HIllbt Matlock (In Stereo) Rocidord Hiss
Hop
Brie* Hip
16 319 10 Yon
WGH
MisinspirTom
*ever
Your
Haps UN Tod
For
17 1324 Truths Wisdom J.
lISP
Reading
Rogers
TeleLions
X
Seer
Somme
SIORWIIIS 21 21 5 11 Arthur Clifford Drew COIN Shrinks limey
Spin
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Pricers
nub
ILIving
Brie*
Paid
Paid
Chapel ,:Sabrina Liberty. Paid
%GAM 22 16 10 '
Champion:Mr - Seconi Round.(Lee)I
21 29 26 8 SportsCsnler X SportsCsnler X SporteCenter X Got U.S. Open
ESPN
Blibrds X
(in
Cold
Ras
Stem)X
I
live)
Who's Number 1? Cold Rua (In Stereo
ESPtC 25 30 25
Room
Die
Lle
The'
Lee
This
Ills
MTV
Stereo)
(in
26 49 27 24 15:961 MTV Video Wake-Up
MTV
2 AffiY 1
,
ER (In Stereo)I Bt(In Stereo)f .190101
28 27 39 14 lhe Pretender X Angel -Salvage"I Chinned I
iffT
MalibitSec
ProX
Sweep
Clean
Baby
Baby
Bus
Saw
41
29
41
Todd- HI-5 X
C
apt
Gokbn Unsettled
30 52 31 31 Flt Ute Workout Mad Mt. Design- Goldin Nanny Orden Morn Ninny
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Wife escapes violent past
for better life in the military

Diagnosis of low
blood sugar
DEAR DR. GOTT': I'm
interested in information on
low blood sugar. I think I have
this condition, but I can't afford
professional
analysis.
Thus. I have
to cope with
minor bouts
of anxiety,
lightheadedness,
rapid heartand
beat
Dr. Gott occasional
vertigo.
diet
Will
By
Dr. Peter Gott alone cure
probmy
lems?
DEAR READER: When the
blood-sugar level drops too
low (usually less than 40 milligrams per deciliter; normal
is 75-100), some people experience palpitations, anxiety,
sweating, fatigue, hunger and
lightheadedness.
I say "some people" because
the phenomenon is far from universal; healthy young athletes,
for example, may experience
no symptoms from low blood
sugar (hypoglycemia).
otherwise
Conversely,
healthy individuals can experience the symptoms I mentioned even though their bloodsugar levels may exceed 50
mg/dL. Therefore, the diagnosis of hypoglycemia depends
on two criteria: documentation
of a sugar level below 40
mg,/dL with the simultaneous
appearance of symptoms.
In most cases of bona fide
hypoglycemia, the cause is
unknown. For some reason,
after a carbohydrate-rich meal,
the level of insulin in the
bloodstream overshoots, driving the sugar down too far.
In a few cases, however, this
insulin overabundance may be
the result of a tumor in the
pancreas, the digestive gland
that produces insulin.
Thus, any person with hypoglycemia (as shown by blood

testing) should also be checked
for a pancreatic tumor, using
ultrasound, CT scanning and
tests,
blood
sophisticated
including serum insulin levels.
I've subjected you to this
rather technical treatise for two
reasons.
One, hypoglycemia has been
a "designer disease" in the
past. Naturally nervous and anxious persons have inappropriately latched onto this disorder as a facile way of explaining what is apparently a purely emotional condition.
Two,if you really have hypoglycemia, you should undergo
further medical tests to rule
out a tumor —which, obviously, would be treated more
aggressively than by diet alone.
Having said this, I will add
that trying a diet for a while
won't hurt you and, in the
absence of the unlikely tumor,
may actually help.
— Avoid alcohol and concentrated sweets, such as table
sugar, candy, soda, cakes, pies
and cookies.
— Avoid foods containing
corn syrup, a commercial sweetener.
— Eat several small meals
a day, in preference to two or
three large ones. In this way,
you can avoid stressing your
system with insulin rebound.
— Consume a high-protein
diet, using complex carbohydrates (grain and flour products) in moderation.
— Snack on fruit, if snacks
are necessary.
Again, I advise you to see
a doctor if this diet doesn't
effectively relieve your symptoms within two weeks.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Hypoglycemia." Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
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in the service, I should try to
reconcile with Gene. On some
level, I know it wouldn't work
and it's wrong to even think
about going back to that life
after being given a chance for
a better one. But then, 1 picture Gene with us in that better life. Would it be a slap in
the face if, in the end, Gene
and I worked out our differences and forgot about the
past? -- NEEDS ANSWERS
IN MISSISSIPPI
NEEDS
DEAR
moved into
own ANSWERS: It could be a slap
our
in in the face; it could also be
Dear Abby home
1999. We a broken jaw, another broken
both wanted bone -- the possibilities are
By Abigail
children, endless. Although your husVan Buren
our band "wasn't violent toward
and
daughter was born in 2001. the children," by failing to
Our relationship was great -- control his rage he EXPOSED
until we had someone else to them to violence. Nowhere in
care for. Because Gene was your letter did you mention
brought up old-fashioned, he that he has any desire to change.
decided I was to stay at home Because your 4-year-old daughand care for the house and ter knows no different, she
kids while he worked and pro- thinks her daddy's behavior is
normal. It is urgent that she
vided ,for us.
Things got physical not long learn it is NOT normal, and
after our daughter arrived. We'd it's your job to teach her that
argue and I'd try to leave, only lesson by example.
You are making positive
to result in my being choked.
Or he'd throw me against a strides in the right direction.
wall to prevent me from call- My advice is to keep marching 911. One time, he broke ing forward and don't look back.
•••
my nose. He was never vioDEAR ABBY: My fiance
lent toward the children -- I
had a son in 2004 -- only toward and I plan to be married next
me because of them. He said winter. Our church holds 700
I never did things right or I people, while the reception hall
holds only 200. We would love
took up for them.
I left for good six weeks to invite lots of people to the
co-workers,
-ago. I have left many times ceremony
before, but went back because acquaintances, etc. -- but have
of dependency. This time I the reception only for out-ofhave a lot of support, plus I'm town guests, close friends and
enlisting in the Air Force. My family due to the limited space.
Is there a proper way to
father served in the military
for 21 years, and is quitting exclude people from the recephis truck-driving job to care tion? I don't want to insult
for my children while I attend anyone. -- WEDDING BELLE
basic training and tech school. IN FLORIDA
WEDDING
DEAR
Gene knows I'm not coming
back this time. We're on speak- BELLE: In a word, no. To
ing terms only because of the invite 700 guests to a wedding and exclude 500 of them
children.
Abby, I find myself won- from the reception would be
dering if, after my six years insulting and a social gaffe
that would take you years to
live down. Either limit your
vl,004.4.t9,
a larger place to hold your
reception.

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Gene," and I met a week before
30th birthday. Gene had
always been a poor student
and preferred a job making
money to learning. (He never
learned to
read past a
kindergarten
level; therehe
fore
doesn't write
well.)
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10 years ago
Damage to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
West View Nursing Home from
the May 18 hailstorm totaled
more than $400,000, according to Stuart Poston, administrator of the hospital.
Published is a picture of
the T-shirts and caps for Freedom Fest Celebration for July
4th weekend being sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Births reported include a
boy to Ken and Kim Farley,
June 9; a girl to Leigh and
Nicky Knight, June 13.
20, years ago
Published is a picture of
Stonewall Jackson and His
Minit Men performing at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Jaycee Fair. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Tuck.
William Donald Overbey has
been appointed as attorney for
the city of Murray by the Murray City Council.
Births reported include a
girl to Richard and Brenda
Allen, June 11.
New officers of Student
Council of Calloway County
High School for 1985-86 school
are Tim Weatherford, Dana
Cunningham, Anne Marie
Hoke, Lee Ann Rayburn, Liz
Marquardt and Kellie Burkeen.
30 years ago
Hoyt McCallon, 55, Murray, died this morning from
injuries sustained in a twovehicle accident on Penny-Airport Road about 9:15 a.m.
today.
Bobby G. Scott of Calloway
County has enlisted in the United States Marine Corps.
Published is a picture of
Don Cothran, a member of Oaks
Country Club, teeing off on
the 15th hole where last week
he recorded his first hole-inone. The ball took two bounces
and plopped into the cup. The

photo was by Staff Photographer and Sports Editor Mike
Brandon.
40 years ago
Joe Pat James, a member
of the Murray Lions Club, has
been named a trustee of Lions
Eye Foundation at a meeting
of the Kentucky Lions Club
held at Hopkinsville.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allbritten, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Claud White, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Turner and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cunningham.
Mrs. OC. Sigmon, Mrs.
Boyce McCuiston and Miss
Erin Montgomery presented a
lesson on "Different Types of
Personality" at a meeting of
the New Concord Homemakers Club at the home of Mrs.
Richard James.
50 years ago
Jean Ann Moubray, a member of the Murray Training
School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America,
received one of the 10 scholarships given by the Kentucky
FHA at its meeting at Morehead State College. Also attending the meeting from MTS
were Dortha Ferguson, member, and Helen Hogancamp,
advisor.
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of the
American Revolution and the
John Hopkins Chapter of DAR
at Hopkinsville, met in a joint
session for a "Flag Day Luncheon" at Kenlake State Resort
Park Hotel on June 11.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Tucker, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Parrish, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Julian Evans, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Larkin.

Todaidnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 16, the 167th day of 2005. There
are 198 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 16, 1858, in a speech in Springfield, Ill., Senate
steveg isms hag-40be.
candidate.• Abraham Unsimisemillt
resolved, declaring, "A house divided against itself cannot
stand."
On this date:
In 1897, the government signed a treaty of annexation with
Hawaii.
In 1903, Ford Motor Co. was incorporated.
In 1932, President Hoover and Vice President Charles Curtis were renominated at the Republican national convention in
Chicago.
In 1933, the National Industrial Recovery Act became law.
(It was later struck down by the Supreme Court.)
In 1943, comedian Charles Chaplin married his fourth wife,
18-year-old Oona O'Neill. daughter of playwright Eugene
O'Neill, in Carpenteria, Calif.
In 1955, Pope Pius XII excommunicated Argentine President
Juan Domingo Peron — a ban that was lifted eight years later.
In 1961, Soviet ballet dancer Rudolf Nureyev defected to
the West while his troupe was in Paris.
In 1963, the world's first female space traveler, Valentina
Tereshkova, was launched into orbit by the Soviet Union aboard
Vostok 6.
In 1977, Soviet Communist Party General Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev was named president, becoming the first person to
hold both posts simultaneously.
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Graham faces last revival?
By RICHARD N. OSTLING
AP Religion Writer
UNIONDALE, N.Y.(AP)The Rev. Billy Graham's baritone, which has beckoned millions to follow Jesus Christ, is
softer and huskier. He moves
about with a walker and struggles with various ailments.
But after six decades of traveling the world to preach the
Gospel. the 86-year-old evangelist is ready for at least one
more revival meeting, in Nev.
York City next week. The event
was moved from Madison
Square Garden out to Flushing
Meadows Corona Park to
accommodate expected big
turnouts.
Graham seems all but certain
that it will be his last mass event
in the United States and probably the last anywhere.
"In my mind, it is," he said
during an Associated Press
interview at a Long Island hotel
where he's resting up for the
event.
"I wouldn't like to say
'never," the amiable evangelist
added with a chuckle. "Never is
a bad word."
The elder statesman of the
evangelical movement has
brought his simple but powerful
message of salvation through
Jesus Christ to over 210 million
people in 185 countries.
Churches in London. where he
made his first international
splash a half-century ago. want
him hold at least one more meeting there around his 87th birthday in November.
The odds of that? "I'd say n
slight possibility," Graham said.
Billy's son Franklin - his
successor as leader of the Billy
Evangelistic
Graham
Association - will stand by in
New York. as substitute preacher
in case of emergency. But the
elder Graham fully expects to
speak for about 35 minutes at all
three rallies, and to do so without sitting down.
'When 1. stand up and touch
that podium the Holy Spirit
comes, I believe, in power to
help me. If it weren't for that, I
would not have attempted to do
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these three nights," he said."I'm
just totally dependent on the
Lord and the prayers of thousands of people."
Even if there are no more
mass meetings, Graham might
still give occasional talks. But
his pace has been slowed considerably by advancing age and
infirmities. He spends most days
at his mountainside home in
Montreat. N.C., where wife
Ruth is largely bedridden.
"When I reached about 80
my physical world turned upside
down," Graham said. The worst
problem is hydrocephalus, or
fluid on the brain, which is
relieved by implanted shunts.
But he also copes with
Parkinsonism and prostate cancer, and uses a walker due to a
pelvic fracture last year.
Cautious even in his more
active years. Graham now seeks
to shun all public controversies
- preferring a simple message
of love and unity through Jesus
Christ. Asked about gay marriage, for instance. Graham
replied that "I don't give advice.
I'm going to stay off these hotbutton issues."
Even when he occasionally
speaks by phone with President
Bush, the evangelist welcomed
to.ths _White House hoy.eyery
president since Truman doesn't
chat to influence "but only to
say I'm praying for him and to
give him a verse of Scripture."

He also sidesteps the opportunity to dispute Franklin's 2001
remark that Islam is "a very evil
and wicked religion."
Instead, Graham says that
he's proud of his son's leadership, yet recalls that when he
arrived for a Fresno, Calif.,
revival a month after the Sept.
II attacks, his first step was to
visit a mosque where some people had been throwing rocks in order to express solidarity
with local Muslims.
"I don't throw rocks at anybody," he said. "That's not my
message. My message is the
Gospel of Christ."
Are evangelicals getting too
deeply enmeshed in political
issues? "I don't give it much
thought, to tell the truth," he
said. "My thought is getting
ready to go to heaven and to
keep myself as fit as possible
physically."
Asked about heaven, he
reflected on a night four years
ago while he was at the Mayo

Clinic in Rochester, Minn., having a brain shunt implanted.
"I thought I was dying. The
doctor wasn't sure whether I
was or not, but late at night I
knew that that was the end. At
least I thought it was. And I
prayed and all of a sudden all
my sins throughout my life came
into my mind. And I asked the
Lord to forgive me and I had the
greatest peace that I've ever had,
and that peace has never left me,
because I put it all in the name
of Christ."
The world's best-known
Protestant preacher was glued to
the TV during Pope John Paul
ll's funeral: "He taught us how
to live, think, how to suffer and
how to die." Graham said he
was asked by the Vatican to lead
the American delegation to the
pope's funeral, but his health
wouldn't permit it.
If New York or London are
indeed his last crusades, they are
fitting places for Graham's
finale.
Scanning his career, the
evaingelist takes special satisfaction in his 1957 New York City
crusade and the 1954 campaign
in London, his international
breakthrough.
"We stayed 12 weeks in
London. They had hoped to
have four or five weeks," he
recalled. In New York,"we were
amazed. We didn't have any
empty seats except one or two
nights for the whole 16 weeks."
He said he's returning to New
York this time because area
Christian leaders told him that
since the terrorist attacks "there
was a new receptivity and quest
for purpose and meaning in peoples' lives."
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Benedict XVI says search for
Christian unity 'irreversible'
said Thursday
VATICAN CITY (AP)- Pope Benedict XVI
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Benedict made the comments in a meeting with the Rev. Samuel Kobia, the leader
of the World Council of Churches, the fellowship of more than 300 churches from
nearly all Christian traditions, including
Protestants and the Orthodox. The Roman
Catholic Church is not a member, but cooperates with the WCC.
In his remarks, Benedict repeated his
pledge that his "primary task" as pope would Benedict XVI
be to work tirelessly to rebuild unity of all
Christians with "concrete gestures" and not just words.
for
"The commitment of the Catholic Church to the search
Christian unity is irreversible," Benedict said.
Kobia, too, stressed the importance of unity, saying faith "is
more effective and vibrant when it is lived out together with our
brothers and sisters in Christ."
He said he greatly appreciated Benedict's commitment to ecumenism and invited the pope to visit the World Council of
Churches in Geneva.
In an interview with The Associated Press ahead of the audience, Kobia said he was hoping for progress in one area in particular that has vexed some Protestant members of the World
Council. The issue stems from a 2000 document from the
Vatican's Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, which was
headed by the pope when he was Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger.
The document, "Doirilnus lesus," which Ratzinger signed,
framed the role of the Catholic Church in human salvation in an
exclusive manner. It suggested that non-Catholic "ecclesiastical
coinmunities" were "not churches in the proper sense."
"There are many Protestant churches that are members of the
WCC and are concerned that they are defined as 'ecclesiastic
communities' and not full churches," Kobia said.
He said he wasn't looking for Benedict to renounce the 2000
document, but said he hoped the two sides could "move beyond
it."
"I would seek understanding that in order to progress on unity,
it would be important to speak another language, moving beyond
what has been said," he said.
Kobia referred indirectly to the issue in his remarks to
Benedict, who was a member of a joint Catholic-World Council
commission on faith from 1968-75.
Kobia said Orthodox members of the World Council of
Churches are asked to reflect on whether there was "space" for
other churches in Orthodox doctrine.
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• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds
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- Hearing Aids
- No Referrals Required
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• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

411,1

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Sir& lot Slimier Deck
Due to the tremendous success of the "Employee Discount For Everyone" Promotion,
we are overstocked with fresh local trade-ins! To make room for incoming 2006's,
these pre-owned units HAVE TO GO! NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!!!
* * PONTIACS & CADILLACS * *

* * BUICKS * *
B5041A
X5176
X5165
X4308
X4328
X5079
B5025A
X5154
X5162
X5172
X5149
X5153
X5199
X5152

$ 10,900
$ 13,900
$ 1 3,990
$ 14,900
$ 14,900
$14,900
$ 16,900
$ 17,900
$ 17,900
$ 17,900
$ 19,900
$23,900
$23,900
$24,900

01 Buick LeSabre
03 Buick LeSabre
03 Buick LeSabre
05 Buick Century
05 Buick Century
05 Buick Century
04 Buick LeSabre
05 Buick LeSabre
05 Buick LeSabre
02 Buick Rendezvous CXL
05 Buick Rendezvous
05 Buick Lacrosse
05 Buick LeSabre LTD
05 Buick Park Ave.

X5170
X5161
X5191
X5205
X5192
X5200
X5061A
X5183
X5103
X5180
X5060
X5189
X5117A
X5181

$8,900
$12,900
$ 1 3,990
$ 13,900
$ 14,900
$14,900
$ 14,900
$ 15,900
$16,900
$ 17,900
$24,900
$24,900
$24,900
$26,900

98 Cadillac Deville
04 Pontiac Grand Am
05 Pontiac Grand Am
04 Pontiac Grand Am GT
04 Pontiac Grand Prix
04 Pontiac Grand Prix
00 Cadillac Deville
04 Pontiac Bonneville
05 Pontiac Grand Prix
05 Pontiac Bonneville
04 Cadillac Deville
03 Cadillac CTS
03 Cadillac Deville DTS
05 Cadillac Deville.

We Also Have Impalas, Aleros and Cavaliers

* * TRUCKS * *
X5135
X51.55
X5156
X5065B
X5168
X5091

98 GMC Sierra Ext. Cab
03 GMC Sonoma, Auto., 17K miles
00 Chevy S-10 4x4, Auto
05 Chevy Colorado
02 S-10 Crew Cab 4x4
02 GMC Envoy

IniCertified
fl

EUSID VINKLIS

ii
Tripp Purdom
New Car
Manager

Brad Lyons Jason Stations
Sales
Used Car
Manager

$ 10,900
$ 1 1,900
$ 1 1,900
$ 11,900
$ 15,900
$ 17,900

X5159
X5197A
X5204
X5136
B5036A

03 Olds Bravada
03 GMC 1500 HD Crew Cab
03 Chevy Suburban LS 2WD
03 Chevy Tahoe LS 3rd Seat
04 GMC Envoy XUV

Brandon

$ 19,900
$ 19,900
$20,900
$23,900
$23,900

HUICK

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 -18001455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

Patricia Jones David Poynor Chris Hayden
Sales
Sales
Sales

